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FROM THE EDITOR 

1.0 SUBSCRIPTION FEES TO RISE 

Dominic and I have just returned from a meeting of the DECUS 
Publications Committee in New Orleans. The main topic of 
discussion there was the fact that the $12 subscription fee for all 
newsletters was, first of all, not covering the production costs, 
and second, was not fair. Few newsletters publish as frequently 
and with as many pages as do the Multi-Tasker and Pageswapper, so 
in effect the subscribers to the smaller newsletters were 
subsidizing us. 

The outcome of the discussion was an agreement that 
subscription fees should be based on the size and frequency of the 
newsletter. The next issue of Decuscope, due out in mid-April, 
will carry a subscription renewal form with separate prices for 
each newsletter. Based on current costs for paper, printing, and 
mailing, it is expected that the fee for the Multi-Tasker will be 
about $30 per year, assuming twelve issues at an average page count 
of 64 pages per issue. The cost of other newsletters may drop. 
For instance the APL newsletter publishes only twice a year, and 
may go for a $5 fee. 

We had been intending to attempt to publish about 80 pages per 
month, but the fee for the larger size would be near $48, and we 
feel this is more than many will want to pay. So if we have a lot 
of material, over 64 pages, we will resort to 50% reduction and put 
two pages of material per printed page; the cost will be the same, 
and we think you readers would rather have the material in smaller 
print than not have it at all. Let us know if you have any strong 
feelings about this. 

A Task Force is being formed to seek out alternative means of 
financing the DECUS newsletters. If you have helpful ideas, you 
can write to the Multi-Tasker, but it would probably be more 
fruitful if you wrote instead to Decuscope, since this problem 
affects all of DECUS, not just the RSX SIG. I would like to see 
more direct subsidizing from DEC, since they prof it as much as we 
do from these newsletters. Another alternative being considered is 
accepting advertising. 
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2.0 DEC DIRECT "CUSTOMER SERVICE" 

Maybe these comments belong in the Speak Out column, since 
they are personal opinion and not official business, but I'll put 
them here anyway. I have had occasion to order material using the 
DEC Direct 800 number. Sometimes this works well, but twice now 
the material I ordered has not shown up for months. When I have 
tried to call back to find out what was delaying my order (or maybe 
they lost it?), I am told to call another number, not toll free, 
for "customer service". 

That customer service number is always busy. I have 
over forty times in a day and never once got through. 
called before 9:00 AM and got an answer, and in fact did 
why my FMS manuals had been back ordered for six months. 
least I found out that they were still on back order; 
imagine any valid reason for having the documentation on 
software unavailable for six months! 

dialed it 
Finally I 
find out 
Well, at 
I can't 
current 

Have any of you encountered similar problems with DEC Direct 
Customer Service? If you have, I suggest that we deluge them with 
letters of complaint. They have no way of knowing how many of us 
are getting busy signals unless we write. Poor service is bad 
enough; poor service plus a complaint line that you cannot reach 
is a downright insult. We need to let them know. 

3.0 ARTICLE SUBMISSIONS 

All submissions for articles should be sent in 
machine-readable form. Magnetic tape at 800, 1600, or 6250 BPI is 
acceptable. VMS BACKUP, RSX BRU, PIP, FLX we're flexible. 
RXOl or RX02 floppies are fine, too. The contents of the files 
should be either in Runoff source format or straight text; please 
don't send only Runoff output because we may need to re-format. 
Very short submissions such as notes for Help Yourself can be sent 
in hard copy, but we really have very little time to re-type your 
articles for you. 

We intend to submit the machine-readable files to the RSX SIG 
tape so that you can simulate getting back issues and reprints. We 
have no ability to provide either right now; please don't ask (the 
Task Force is working on that problem as well) . 
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Tape Copy News 

Glen Everhart 
RSX Tape Copy Coordinator 

A bit of news about the SIG tape. 

The fall 1983 RSX SIG tape is very close to release. It 
contains over 60,000 blocks, with several significant additions 
since the symposium. These include new releases of 

Kermit (complete new distribution) 
RSX and RSTS Kermit from Brian Nelson 
DG Kermit in RATFOR 
CCL V9.l 
Swedish PASCAL to fix the problem with recursive calls 

that made it break after V3.2. 

The tapes will be distributed starting with the three Tree 
Coordinators for the East, Midwest, and West (Kitty Bethe, Paul 
Tompkins, and Jim Neeland) and should be out by the time this gets 
into pr int. 

A letter will accompany copies of the tree which asks for 
information about whether a node wishes to participate in future 
trees, as well as when the tape was received and in what condition. 
Please return these letters when the tapes arrive, filled in. They 
should greatly expedite the process of getting a tape out next 
time. Meanwhile, the tape sent out will be considerably more 
recent in many areas than the date of the last DECUS; the Kermits 
date from late January 1984, as one example. We also had 3 (!) new 
releases of SRD since the meeting. 
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Manager 

Speak Out 

January 20, 1984 

Process Control Systems, Inc. 
1300 S. Calhoun Road 
Brookfield, WI 53005 

Corporate Administative Systems Group 
Software Services 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
P .o. Box F 
Maynard, MA 01754 

Dear Sir: 

I am a subscriber to your SOFTWARE DISPATCH for RSX-llM. In 
the past these dispatches have been a useful and vital source of 
information. With the Jan. 1984 issue (AD-5196G-B4) the SOFTWARE 
DISPATCH has become almost totally useless. 

I don't need to pay a monthly fee to be told that all my 
problems will be fixed by ' ••• UPDATE c'. You are wasting paper. 
You are wasting my time, my money and my patience. I feel like I 
am reading a serialized mystery novel which promises the solution 
in a future edition. 

I am running RSX-llM V4.l. I received the distribution about 
7 months ago with update A. I have yet to receive update B (the 
salesman said they were issued quarterly) , and I am now exposed to 
a bunch of problems which are described in detail, but told to wait 
for an update C to get the solution. I too am having some of the 
problems described. What am I supposed to? 

As far as I am concerned, the SOFTWARE DISPATCH now fails in 
its mission (in your own words on the title page of each DISPATCH) 
to publish ' ••• software problems and solutions ... '. 

cc:Editor-Multitasker 
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RSX MULTITASKER Working Group News 

Jeff Hamilton 
Working Group Coordinator 

(214) 457-4175 

Date of this report: 10FEB84 
The working group chairmen are as follows: 
RSX-llM Unsupported Versions: 

Bill Burton 
Texas Research Institute 
1300 Moursand 
Houston, Texas 77030 

System Performance and Accounting 
Paul Sorenson 
AEP, Interactive Graphics 
1 Riverside Plaza 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 

DECUS Library 
Bruce Zielinski 
RCA 
Marne Highway M/S 138-2 
Moorestown, N. J. 08057 

SIG Tape Collection 
Glen Everhart 
RCA Government Systems Division 
Route 38 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08358 

SRD 
Bob Turkelson 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Mail Code 935 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

Data Acquisition, Simulation and Process Control (DASPC) 
Allen J. Bennett 
Clark Equipment Co. 
P. O .Box 3000 
Battle Creek, Mich. 49016 

Runoff 
Chuck Spalding 
Adept Technology Inc. 
1202 Charleston Rd. 
Mountain View, Calif. 94043 

The Unsupported Version working group is currently planning 
sessions for the Spring Symposium for past unsupported versions of 
llM/llM+. An article has been submitted to the Multitasker to show 
how to modify the magtape driver to provide better execution of 
BRU3.2. 

The System Performance and Accounting working group is continuing 
its work in preparing the index of the past RSXSIG tapes in regards 
to System performance and accounting. There is a session being 
planned for the Spring Symposium for the System Performance and 
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Accounting working group to discuss further work to be done. 

The DECUS Library working group have continued efforts to construct 
a tape to provide to the DECUS library of the best software off of 
the past RSXSIG tapes. The tape is currently under evaluation by 
the working group. 

The SIG Tape Collection working group is currently in the process 
of getting the Fall83 tape to the tree structure to be delivered to 
the LUGs. This tape is now in its final format. 

The SRD working group has continued work on the improved SRD 
supplied to the Fall 83 RSXSIG tape. Enhancements and continued 
bug fixes are being considered. 

The DASPC working group has continued its efforts to lobby DEC for 
more real time development into RSX systems. This will continue 
into the future. Representatives from the LABS SIG, VAX Realtime 
Working Group and DASPC continued in their efforts to form a new 
SIG, but the status is unknown as of this writing. A seperate 
session is also planned for this working group. 

The Runoff group has continued its effort to consolidate desirable 
features of several versions of Runoff into an "official" version. 
In the near future an article will appear in the MULTI-TASKER doing 
a comparison of each of the versions that exist along with DSR the 
DEC Standard Runoff. Telephone discussions have been held to 
review the charter that is held for the Runoff working group. No 
sessions other than the general session is planned for the Spring 
Symposium. 

If you are interested in providing information to a special working 
group concerning problems or ideas in that area, please get in 
touch with the working group chairman of that group. 
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The Multi-Tasker 
C/O DECUS 

Ask a Question 

One Iron Way, MR2-3/E55 
Marlboro, MA 01752 

Dear Multi-tasker: 

January 18, 1984 
Kimmel-Jensen-Wegerer-Wray 
623 26th Avenue 
Rock Island, Illinois 61201 

I have two problems that I hope you can help me with: 

1. Why is it, if I don~t have an account set up (entry in $ACNT) 
for a directory, a non-privileged user cannot execute a pro
gram that opens an output file. (i.e. The user logs in under 
[20,1] then sets default to [30,1]. The non-privileged user 
can run programs that don~t opens files from [30,1] but pulls 
an "OPEN FAILURE ON OUTPUT FILE" message on ones that do.) 
If it is possible, I would like to avoid setting up an ac
count for the directory. 

2. I also need help revising the ACCLOG: Task Accounting Package 
for RSX-llM V3.0, from the DECUS library, to work on RSX-llM V4.0. 
If someone has already done this I would appreciate any help 
I can get. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley A. Schmitt 

1. This problem is caused by the file protection mask on the 
User File Directory (UFD) [30 ,l] ( [O ,O] 030001.DIR). By default, 
UFOs have the protection mask SYSTEM:RWED, OWNER:RWED, GROUP:RWED, 
WORLD:R. When logging into [20,1] and then changing the default 
directory to [30,1] you remain user [20,1]. The only thing to 
change is the default directory. If this were not the case a nasty 
user could change himself into [1,1] and really cause problems. 
While visiting directory [30,1] you only have world access rights -
Readonly. If you tried jumping to another directory within the 
group, say [20,7], you would have group access rights - RWED; 
there would be no problem. To rectify your situation, alter the 
protection mask on UFD [30,1] to allow greater world access (PIP 
[0,0]030001.DIR/PR/WO:RWE) 

2. Readers ? 
- DJD 
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Hints and Things 

Automatic Truncation of Files 

Glen Hoff ing 
RCA Government Communication Systems 

DEC has very quietly added a nice feature to the Files Control 
System (FCS) starting with Version 2.0 of the RSX-llM Plus 
operating system. A one-liner in the release notes states that 
files now will be automatically truncated when closed. This is 
almost true, and with a little care it can be made always true. 

The problem is that DEC, as with most new features, provides a 
means of avoiding the feature. In this case, a file is truncated 
when closed if, and only if, the truncation feature is turned on 
for that file at the time of the close. As described in the 
sections on .EXTND and .TRNCL in the I/O Operations Manual, 
automatic truncation is turned on whenever a file is extended, and 
turned off whenever a file is extended with zero blocks. If a file 
is never extended, the feature is turned off. To a Fortran 
programmer, this means the file will be truncated at close only if 
the INITIALSIZE allocation for the file is insufficient. Since 
extend operations are fairly expensive, it is often a good practice 
to create a file with a large INITIALSIZE allocation, and truncate 
it after filling it with data. Since this involves no extends, 
however, this bypasses the automatic truncation feature that is 
desired. An awkward way around this is to open the file with a 
zero INITIALSIZE and a large EXTENDSIZE. A better way is to take 
advantage of the FCS truncate and close routine, .TRNCL, which is 
now readily accessible from Fortran. First, assemble the following 
MACR0-11 subroutine: 

TRUNC:: 
MOV 
CALL 
ADD 
CALL 
.END 

@2 (R5) ,R2 
$FCHNL 
:fl:l4 ,RO 
.TRNCL 

move LUN to R2 
address of LUB to RO 
address of FDB to RO 
close and truncate file 

This subroutine is called from Fortran whenever a file is to 
be truncated and closed. If the logical unit number of the file is 
to be re-used within the task, a Fortran CLOSE should also be 
issued to cleanup the local Fortran database. Thus, 

LUN = 1 
CALL TRUNC(LUN) 
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CLOSE (UNIT=LUN) 

I am not sure of the status of RSX-llM concerning this, but 
suspect that the same changes went into Version 4.0 as went into 
M-Plus Version 2.0. 

Dynamic Allocation of FORTRAN Data Arrays 

Paul R. Sorenson 
American Electric Power 

Interactive Graphics Section 
1 Riverside Plaza 

Columbus, OH 

Deciding on the maximum data array size required by an 
application is a common problem in program development. A simple 
sorting task may be written to handle up to 1000 entries, but the 
source code must be edited, recompiled, and task built when a 1001 
element list must be sorted. Inefficient use of physical memory 
results when the allocated array size greatly exceeds the space 
requirements of a typical run. 

The RSX EXTEND-TASK directive increases a task's virtual 
address space providing a convenient means to dynamically increase 
the task's available work space (ala TKB, SRD, etc.). This method 
is not obviously applicable to FORTRAN tasks, but can be used 
effectively to expand the size of a data array at run-time. The 
main advantages of using the extend-task rather than the 
create/attach/map region directives are its conceptual simplicity, 
and the potentially larger address space available by not 
restricting the dynamic array space to begin on an even 4kw 
boundary. One primary disadvantage is that the task extends its 
address space contiguously in physical memory whereas the memory 
management directives allow physical fragmentation of the 
contiguous virtual address space mapped. 

FORTRAN arrays are allocated to contiguous virtual addresses 
and array subscript references are resolved from the base address 
of the first element in the array. With array bounds checking 
disabled (/-CK in F4P and F77), it is easy to reference array 
elements that are not within the declared bounds of the array; 
sometimes referred to as a "bug". By physically placing the first 
array element at the task's top virtual address and issuing the 
extend-task directive, the array size is limited only be the free 
virtual address space available to the task. ~his scheme works 
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well for dynamically sizing one, single-dimensioned array. 
Resolving multiple and multi-dimensional array references within 
the extended virtual address space can be accomplished using the 
FORTRAN adjustable array facility which can be thought of as a 
run-time EQUIVALENCE statement (see example below). 

To force allocation of a FORTRAN data array to the top virtual 
address of the task image, the array must be declared as the last 
or only variable in a named common block. Task builder~s ODL 
.PSECT directive is used to identify this named common block so 
that it may be forced into an overlay co-tree (see "Trimming Task 
Image Files", D. DiGiacomo, Multi-Tasker Vl6:1, July 1982). 

The following example shows how multiple, multi-dimensioned 
arrays may be defined in the extended address space. The program 
reads a L x M matrix from a file on logical unit 1, and a M x N 
matrix from a file on logical unit 2, multiplies the two matrices 
and writes the L x N resultant matrix to a file on logical unit 3. 
The specifics of the file format are ancillary to the example and 
are not given in detail. 

PROGRAM MAIN 
c 
C MAIN dynamically allocates space for 3 two-dimensional 
C real arrays "A", "B", and "C". "A" and "B" will be 
C read from data files by "INPUT"; the matrix multiply 
C is performed by "MATMUL"; and "C" array will be 
C written to a file by "OUTPUT" 
c 

COMMON /DYNCOM/ I 
INTEGER*2 I(l) 
OPEN (UNIT=l ••• 
READ (1,5) L,M !Read size of "A" 

5 FORMAT( ••• ) 
OPEN (UNIT=2 ••• 
READ (2,5) M,N !Read size of "B" 
J = L*M !Determine size for "A" 
J = J+M*N ! plus "B" 
J = J+L*N ! plus "C" 
J = J*2 !A,B,C are real 
K = (J/32)+1 ! # 32 word blocks 
CALL EXTTSK (K,IDSW) !Allocate space 
IF (IDSW.LT.0) GOTO 90 
INDEXA = 1 !Offset into "I" for "A" 
INDEXB = INDEXA+L*M*2 !Offset into "I" for "B" 
INDEXC = INDEXB+M*N*2 !Offset into "I" for "C" 
CALL INPUT ( l ,I (INDEXA) ,L ,M) ! Read "A" 
CALL INPUT (2,I (INDEXB) ,M,N) !Read "B" 
CALL MATMUL (I(INDEXA) ,I(INDEXB) ,I(INDEXC) ,L,M,N) 
OPEN (UNIT=3 •.. 
WRITE (3,5) L.N !Write size of "C" 
CALL OUTPUT (3,I(INDEXC) ,L,N) 
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GO TO 100 
90 WRITE(5,9l)IDSW,J 
91 FORMAT(' DSW error_#' ,i3,'. extending' 

1' task by ',is,' words') 
100 CLOSE (UNIT=!) 

CLOSE (UNIT=2) 
CLOSE (UNIT=3) 
END 

c *** 
SUBROUTINE INPUT (LUN,ARRAY,NROW,NCOL) 

c 
C INPUT reads a NROW x NCOL matrix from file 
C on logical unit LUN into ARRAY. 
c 

REAL*4 ARRAY(NROW,NCOL) 
READ (LUN, ••• ) 

RETURN 
END 

c *** 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT (LUN,ARRAY,NROW,NCOL) 

c 
C OUTPUT writes a NROW x NCOL matrix from ARRAY 
C to file on logical unit LUN. 
c 

REAL*4 ARRAY(NROW,NCOL) 
WRITE (LUN, ••• ) 

RETURN 
END 

c *** 
SUBROUTINE MATMUL (A,B,C,L,M,N) 

c 
C MATMUL multiplies the L x M matrix A by 
C the M x N matrix B, placing the result in 
C the L x N matrix C. All arrays are 
C "adjustable" and controlled by caller. 
c 

REAL*4 A(L,M), B(M,N), C(L,N) 
DO 8 I=l,L 
DO 8 J=l,N 
SUM= 0. 
DO 6 K=l,M 
SUM= SUM+A(I,K)*B(K,J) 

6 CONTINUE 
C(I,J) = SUM 

8 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

The task build and ODL command files for this example would 
resemble: 
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*** Task build file for dynamic array 
; *** allocation using extend-task directive . 
' MAINICPIFP,MAINl-SP=MAINIMP 
II 

*** 
; *** 

ODL file to force FORTRAN named common 
IDYNCOMI to top of task's virtual 
address space by making it a co-tree 

; 
*** 

.PSECT 

.ROOT 

.END 

DYNCOM,RW,D,GBL,REL,OVR 
MAIN-INPUT-OUTPUT-MATMUL,DYNCOM 

OPS.CMD MODIFICATION 2 

Jeff Blavat 
Bucyrus-Erie Co. 

1100 Milwaukee Avenue 
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53172 

This is another version of the OPS.CMD command file as it 
appeared in the December 83 MULTI-TASKER. The situation that 
prompted another version is that the one that appeared was 
incomplete. Also, after adding in the missing part, the %A&*( 
thing wouldn't work. It couldn't handle nine character file names, 
and there appears to be more than one format for the output of SRD. 
The listing that follows corrects all of these problems consistent 
with our version of SRD and additionally provides for the automatic 
installation and removal of required utility tasks • 

. . ' 

• ENABLE SUBSTITUTION 
.SETN N 1 
.SETF MAKFIL 
.SETS CMDNAM 11 TMP.TMP 11 

.PARSE COMMAN II () ()II DUMMY SRD DUMMY xxx 

.; If no SRD selection, take one . . ' 
C! 'C'ITI ITI T 1'1 T. T l'Jl<' 

• lo..l.U,.1...... ....&. ................ .... 

• IF XXX NE 1111 .GOTO STRIN 
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; . 
I 

; . 
I 

; 

.SETF INLINE 

OPS.CMD - Select files and perform operation 

@OPS (SRO selection) (command line) 

EXAMPLES: @OPS (*.TSK/AF:ll-APR-83) (MAC $F,$F/-SP=$F) 
; OR 
; @OPS and then answer the questions 
; 

; 

. 
I 

; . 
I . 
I 

Parameters are: 
$N - entire filename 
$D - device 
$U - UIC ($G - group, $0 - owner) 
$F - filename 
$T - file type 
$V - version 

LIMITS: Up to 5 command lines allowed 
Up to 7 substitutions per line 

• IF SRO NE II II • GOTO CMOS 
.ASK MAKFIL Generate a command file (without executing it) 
.IFF MAKFIL .GOTO SWORD 
.ASKS A File name (default = 'CMDNAM') 
• IF A EQ II II .SETS A CMDNAM 
.SETS CMDNAM A 

.SWORD: 
; SRO selection (RETURN to exit) 

.ASKS SRO 

.IF SRO EQ 1111 .EXIT 
.; If on command line, loop and read strings . 
• I 

.CMOS: 
; Command line 'N' (RETURN for no more commands) 

.ASKS XXX 
• IF xxx EQ II II • GOTO SORT 

.STRIN: .SETS CMD'N' XXX . 
• I 

.; Parse command line for later use . 
• I 

.PARSE CMD'N' 11 $$$$$$$ 11 Ql'N' Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 

.SETN NN 2 

.SETS $Z 1111 

.PIECE: .SETS Q'NN''N' 11 $ 11 +Q'NN'[l:l] 

. 
• I 

. 
o I . 
• I 

.IF Q'NN''N' EQ 11 $ 11 .SETS Q'NN''N' 11 $Z" 

.SETS R'NN''N' Q'NN'[2:100] 
• INC NN 
.IF NN LE 7 .GOTO PIECE 

.INC N 

.IF N LE 5 .AND .IFF INLINE .GOTO CMOS 

Make SRO selection to temp file 
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.SORT: 

. . ' . . ' . . ' . . ' 

.IF N EQ 1 .EXIT 

This little trick installs SRD only if and when it's needed and 
removes it when it's use is done if it was not installed • 

.SETT ISRD 

.IFNINS SRD .SETF ISRD 

.IFF ISRD INS $SRD 
SRD SRD.TMP='SRD'/LI 

.IFF ISRD REM SRD . . ' . . ' 
. . ' . . ' . . ' . . ' . . ' . . ' 

Open the temp file for read 
.OPENR SRD.TMP 
• IFT MAKFIL .OPEN #1 'CMDNAM' 

Nothing is more frustrating than inputting a sequence of seven 
commands and then finding out that the third one failed because 
the required utility was not installed. This section takes 
care of that problem • 

.SETN N 1 
.INSTAL: 

.IFNDF CMD'N' .GOTO OK 

.PARSE Ql'N' " II COM'N' DUMMY 

.SETS COM COM'N' 

.IFT MAKFIL .ENABLE DATA #1 

.SETT ICOM'N' 

.IFNINS 'COM' .SETF ICOM'N' 

.IFF ICOM'N' INS $'COM' 
.DISABLE DATA #1 

.INC N 

.IF N LE 7 .GOTO INSTAL 
.OK: . . ' 
• ; Read SRO file and select filename 
.; Parse so . . ' . . ' . . ' . . ' . . ' . . ' 

$N is 
$D is 
$U is 
$F is 
$T is 
$V is 

entire filename 
device 
UIC ($G is group, 
file name 
file type 
version 

$0 is owner) 

. . ' . . ' . . ' 
Our version of SRD does not include blank lines between directory 
listings so the MFD label had to be moved to prevent premature 
exit on wildcard directory listings • 

.READ LINE 

.IFT <EOF> .GOTO FINIS 
.MFD: 

.SETS TEST LINE[l:3] 

.IF TEST NE " **" .GOTO FINIS 

.PARSE LINE" [,]" DUMMY DUMMY $D $G $0 DUMMY 

.SETS $U "["+$G+","+$0+"]" 
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• I 

• I 

• I 

• I 

Our verion of SRO does not include a blank line between the 
file header and the listing, so an extra read statement 
was removed from this section. 

• I • READ LINE 
• I 

.LOOP: 
.READ LINE 
.IFT <EOF> .GOTO FINIS 
.SETS TEST LINE[l6:16] 
• IF TEST NE II ; II • GOTO MFD 

., Double parsing of the file name listing is necessary to read 

., nine character file names. A nine character name in an SRO 

., listing does not contain any spaces. The old version would 

., produce nonsense filespecs for a nine character file name • 

• I 

• I 

• I 

• I 

• PARSE LINE 11 .; 11 $F $T $V 
.PARSE $F II II $F DUMMY 

.SETS $T ". 11 +$T 

.SETS $V 11 ; 11 +$V 

.SETS $N $D+$U+$F+$T+$V 

Execute commands or build a command file for each line 

.IFNDF CMDl .GOTO LOOP 
.SETS COMAND Qll+'Q2l'+R2l+'Q3l'+R3l+'Q4l'+R4l+'Q51'+R51+'Q61'+R61+'Q71'+R71 

.IFF MAKFIL 'COMAND' 

.IFT MAKFIL .DATA fl 'COMAND' 

.IFNDF CMD2 .GOTO LOOP 
.SETS COMAND Ql2+'Q22'+R22+'Q32'+R32+'Q42'+R42+'Q52'+R52+'Q62'+R62+'Q72'+Rlli 

.IFF MAKFIL 'COMAND' 

.IFT MAKFIL .DATA fl 'COMAND' 

.IFNDF CMD3 .GOTO LOOP 
.SETS COMAND Ql3+'Q23'+R23+'Q33'+R33+'Q43'+R43+'Q53'+R53+'Q63'+R63+'Q73'+R73 

.IFF MAKFIL 'COMAND' 

.IFT MAKFIL .DATA #1 'COMAND' 

.IFNDF CMD4 .GOTO LOOP 
.SETS COMAND Ql4+'Q24'+R24+'Q34'+R34+'Q44'+R44+'Q54'+R54+'Q64'+R64+'Q74'+R7~ 

.IFF MAKFIL 'COMAND' 
• I 

• I 

• I 

• I 

• I 

The command file from this point on was missing from the listing 
in the December 83 issue of THE MULTI-TASKER. I hope that I have 
completed it sufficiently. (It does work) 

.IFT MAKFIL .DATA #1 'COMAND' 

.IFNDF CMOS .GOTO LOOP 
.SETS COMAND Ql5+'Q25'+R25+'Q35'+R35+'Q45'+R45+'QSS'+RSS+'Q65'+R65+'Q75'+R7' 

.IFF MAKFIL 'COMAND' 

• I 

.IFT MAKFIL .DATA #1 'COMAND' 

.GOTO LOOP 

.FINIS: 
.CLOSE SRD.TMP 
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PIP SRD.TMP~*/DE . 
• I . 
• I . 
• I . 
• I . 
• I . 
• I 

Required utilities were installed, if necessary, in a previous 
section of the command file. This section removes these 
installed tasks. (If every command file installs tasks without 
removing them, by the end of the day the task list can be formidable.J 

.SETN N 1 
.REMOVE: 

.IFNDF CMD'N' .GOTO DONE 

.PARSE Ql'N' II II COM'N' DUMMY 

.SETS COM COM'N' 

.IFT MAKFIL .ENABLE DATA il 

.!FINS 'COM' .IFF ICOM'N' REM 'COM' 
.DISABLE DATA il 

.INC N 

.IF N LE 7 .GOTO REMOVE 
.DONE: 

1. 

2. 

.IFT MAKFIL .CLOSE il 

RSX Question and Answer Session 

1983 Fall DECUS U. S. Symposium 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Reported by Rob Howell 

Denny Walters, American McGaw 

There have been many statements directed at the elimination of 
'MCR' in preference of 'DCL' • Wlll 'MCR' ever go away? 

ANSWER: There are no plans to remove 'MCR'. 

Roger Jenkins, Wycliffe Bible Translators 

4.1 Print Spooler no longer will forward space and backspace 
the print. 

ANSWER: This is a known bug that will be fixed in update B or 
c. 
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3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

David Berkenmeyer, Clark Equipment Co. 

In ST. Louis the developers of RSXllM+ took a poll concerning 

whether 
task image 
should not! 
ANSWER: Yes 

common regions should 
files upon removal. 
Will this be the case 
in M+ V2.2 

checkpoint back to their 
The consensus was that it 

in the next re- lease? 

Allen Jay Bennett, Clark Equipment Systems Division 

Why does V4.0 MTDRV on RSXllM gets -3 when BRU rewinds tape on 
PDP-11/34? 

ANSWER: Fixed on V4.l 

Jim Preciado, Advanced Technology Systems 

I have been experiencing random verify errors with 
on-line and stand-alone. Dumping the tapes on 
problem occurred, it did not have a label block. 
happened on two systems. Is this a problem with BRU? 

ANSWER: Send in an SPR with tape. 

BRU both 
which the 
This has 

Bruce R Mitchell, Machine Intel. and Ind. Magic 

Adding a second RM03 with three massbus adapters produced the 
drive in the wrong unit number. Additionally, the drive would 
not come on line. The drive was added by rebuilding the DR: 
driver and re-VMRing the system.Even rebuilding all Cachebus 
interfaces did not give the desired results. A sysgen finally 
was done to obtain the desired configuration. 

ANSWER: File an SPR. Problem not previously encountered. 

Mike Rembis, American Dade 

Can the active task names displayed by ATL be modified? 

ANSWER: Use OPEN to change the active task name. 
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8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Bruce Walters, Mayo Foundation 

Are there any problems with PIP to ansii mag tape with multiple 

volumes on RSXllM V4.0 ? 
volumes. 

I can~t read back multiple 

ANSWER: SPRs have been submitted, DEC should respond shortly. 

G. Abrahamian, Teradyne Inc. 

When more than one copy of F77 is running on 11/44 RSXllM V4.0 
with an UDASO in unibus, the compiler generates internal 
inconsistency errors or syntax errors. Why? 

ANSWER: The consences was that 
fortran compiler and not 
optimizations 

there 
RSX. 

is 
The 

Michael Morrow, Clark Equipment Co. 

a problem 
RASO tries 

in 
to 

~e 
do 

The /transfer switch for PRI as distributed with RSXllM+ V2.l 
has the following bug: if you have SY: assigned to a non 
public disk and print a file from that disk, you get a message 
~file failed to copy .•. ~. If you have SY: assigned to a 
public drive and specify the non public drive as device in PR!, 
it works successfully. It worked before ok on Vl.O ! 

ANSWER: Send in an SPR. We are not aware of this problem. 

Ed Sheena, Lawrence Berkeley Lab 

I set my terminal to crt and 9600 baud at startup, yet when I 
logon {before login.cmd executes), the erase key behaves like 
it would for a hard copy terminal. Why? 

Answer: No satisfactory reply! Presumably sysgening terminals 
as remote causes this problem. 

Larry Baker, USGS/HP Labs 

The M+ enhanced parity 
outstanding deficiencies: 

error recovery support has four 
l)An error on a 32-word boundary 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

causes Fixer to go into an infinite loop filing up your disk 
with error log entries. 2)The Scan algorithm is not very 
intelligent and can fill up a disk when a bank of memory fails. 
3)A RO region that encounters a parity error is not properly 
handled(e.g.FCSFSL). 4)There is no way to RSX of a known bad 
memory location on re-boot to avoid crashes(e.g.FllACP 
encounters parity error in user task buffer). We supplied 
fixes in an SPR back in Version 1.0 to remedy all these 
problems and have been successfully running our modifications 
for 2 years. The Fixer in M+ V2.l is still same as Vl.O! Can 
we expect some work in this area? 

ANSWER: Errors in Exec have all been repaired. We are looking 
at solution supplied by your SPR for integrity of Fixer. We 
will look at fixes for improved Fixer algorithm. 

Y. David Imai, Douglas Aircraft 

Bootable Flopy Program: Qio writing logical block interleave 
factor 2 means: track 1 3 5 ••• 25, 2 4 6 ••• 26 • Skew factor 6. 
What does this mean and which track and sector is next? 

ANSWER: WPB~ See I/O Reference Guide for 'write physical 
block'. 

David Birkenmeyer, Clark Equipment Co. 

Are checkpointable commons subject to 'Executive level disk 
swapping'? If so, is it possible for a common with attached 
tasks to be checkpointed away from is attached tasks? 

ANSWER: No 

Dave Hunt, Lawrence Livermore Lab 

From what I read, I can make a bootable llS system for a TSV05. 
In fact, I can save it from VMR onto the TSV05. It won't boot! 
Is it possible to make a bootable TSVOS RSXllS system? 

ANSWER: This does work on DEC supported systems and people 
have done it. However, others warn that there mat be a problem 
trying to run it in a 18 bit system. Since my system is a 3rd 
party vendor system, it was suggested that I have been bit by a 
'gotcha'. Bob Bismuth suggested we try it with V4.l before 
talking to the vendor. Additionally, it was suggested that VMR 
Save determines that the TSV05 is actually a TSll if it finds 
UMRs in the system. 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Jim Blaney, National Starch and Chemical Co. 

Random halts on system: potential cause is outdated prongs on 
RDC panel. (Mentioned at RSX Magic Session) 

ANSWER: Micro Tech Research, Sunnyvale Cal. 

Paul Repacholi, Analytical Engine Co. Perth 

Would you please explain the 'Place in the world' for RSX? 
Does it have a goal? What is it? 

ANSWER: We have marketing goals not techical goals. 
us. 

Wilfr ied Sander, Finnigan Mat 

Talk to 

When will we get mote symbol space in the 'Slow Task Builder'? 

ANSWER: We will look at a solution for future releases. There 
are notes in the TKB Manual that could help now. 

Deborah Shapiro, General Instruments 

The TSV05 is only supported at 25 ips instead of 100 ips or in 
a streaming mode. Will it be supported of higher speeds? If 
not, why? Backups take forever! 

ANSWER: Bru cannot drive a mag tape at 125 ips because of lack 
of buffers. Dec is looking into a streaming device. 

Robert Undis, Boeing 

How will the new Fortran/Macro Debugger be made available? 

ANSWER: The Debugger will be offered as a layered product and 
must be purchased separately. 

R.M.Agresta, General Motors Co: Cadillac 

Using M+ V2.l Autopatch B, while Bruing an RM05, with a 100000 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

block, contiguous RMS file, Bru fails on verify with: ~Disk 
too fragmented~. B .McCarthy said last symposium that V2 .1 will 
have that fixed! It is not! 

ANSWER: We will look into it. 

Allen Jay Bennett, Clark Automated Systems Div. 

When sequentially reading records with RSX-RMS on an alternate 
key, a RFA read with RAB will convert back to primary key 
sequence. Can you help me re-establish an alternate key 
sequence after a read by RFA? 

ANSWER: No! 

Gary Maxwell, Scientific Research Management Co. 

Would you consider establishing protectin masks for batch 
queues{like files and regions) to restrict access to batch 
streams? This would allow the setup of private batch steams 
based on the user~s logon UIC when jobs are submitted. 

ANSWER: We will take it into consideration. 

Robert Koch, Systems and Applied Sciences Co. 

I have a PDP-11/70 with 128k words and I cannot get a 4.1 
sysgen that will boot. It works on the same configuration with 
256k words. Is there a fix for this problem? 

ANSWER: Several SPRs already submitted. Should be published 
soon! 

Jim Neeland, Hughes Research Labs 

We have encountered occasions under M4.0 and M+2.0 where a 
user~s task will see a fatal error on a RL02 during a read or 
write, which is not logged by error-logging. 

ANSWER: Submit an SPR. No known problem. 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Wilfried Sander, Finnijan Mat 

All running tasks have priorities. As soon as they are 
'stopped' for event flag, they set priority to O. This causes 
the Shuffler to elect tasks to be checkpointed regardless of 
their original priority. This is inconvenient. It should 
checkpoint the lowest priority tasks first, because we cannot 
use 'wait for event flag' ,as this would require installation 
of tasks with the same priority. 

ANSWER: We will look into this. 

Michael Kuhn, Ross Medical Center: CPL 

I inherited an 11/34 with RSXll V3.2. I have been working with 
RSX for only 3 monthes. I want to know if updating to V4.0 or 
V4.l would be reconunended or not? 

ANSWER: Yes, but no reasons recommended! 

This question was not turned in. 

Bob Hamel, Genrad 

I have an ACP/pr:S task 
region to aprs 2-4. 
$swstk? What about the 
manual and Exec. Ref. 

on llM that uses apr 5-7. I 
Do i need to unmap aprs 2-4 

'obscure system bugs' mentioned 
manual? How about M+? 

map a 
to do a 
in TKB 

ANSWER: Ok, but region won't be there when we go to 
privileged. 

Bob Hamel, Genrad 

Is it safe for a driver to call $Qastt(in Reqsb) to queue an 
ast to a task? M and M+? 

ANSWER: Yes, also see $Cint by Alan Frisbie for use of $Qastt. 

T. Mobberley, Eocom 

When will we see support (a set command) 
character, odd/even parity and number 
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32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

DH-11? 

ANSWER: Next update of next release of llM/M+. 

Ed Stack, Hughes Aircraft Co. 

On RSX-llM V4.l, I cannot resolve the symbol $RSLT when 
taskbuilding a simple macro RMS-llK program against LB: [1,1] 
RMSRES.TSK. The problem does not exist when taskbuilding in a 
non-overlay environment using LB: [l,l]RMSLIB.OLB. Is there a 
bug in V4.l RMSRES? 

ANSWER: Try to reproduce on system in demo area, else submit 
an SPR. 

Gilbert Grodsky, Xerox Special Information Systems 

In the V3.l print spooler there was a TKB option to force a 
page eject at the end of every file. The current print spooler 
doesn't have this option. How can I put this feature back into 
the print spooler? 

ANSWER: Dec will take the suggestion back and will put the 
functionality back in the print spooler. 

T. Mobberley, Eocom 

Now that you have agreed that MCR will not go away, when will 
we see absolute compatablity between RSX/RT/RSTS/VMS DCL? 

ANSWER: We will try to obtain compatability. 

A. Galasso, Datagraphy 

Does anyone try to use 'stop/accounting' often in batch under 
RSXllM+, and either killed the system or after 1/2 hour of 
degraded performance, is dies? V2.l 

ANSWER: Send in a SPR. 

Roger Jenkins, Wycliffe Bible Translators 

LPP and QMG V4.l define 'special symbiont numbers', 'high and 
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37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

low limits of special symbionts', and 'special symbiont forms'. 
Can you explain hoe these interrelate, what will happen if I 
reuse the form numbers myself and how to het rid of the whole 
thing? 

ANSWER: No one knows! 

T. Mobberley, Eocom 

I need to make bootable mag tapes for a TS-11 but have only 
TMB-lls at my site. Can we have a switch on VMR's save command 
to write bootable MS tapes from MS device? 

ANSWER: Submit a SPR. 

Allen Jay Bennett, Clark Automated Systems Division 

What is DEC's new convention for UIC's to place system tasks 
on? With RSXllM+ V2.l, we have some on [l,54) and others on 
[3,54) and some on both. What belongs where? The true 
question is: Can you have M+ sysgen move non-privileged task 
from [l,54) to [3,54) after they are task built? 

ANSWER: It's a good idea and we'll try to add it in a later 
release. 

Jim Preciado, Advanced Technology Systems 

I would like to change the disk type (RM02/03/05/80/RP07) 
without rebooting the system. Can I just change U.CW3 in the 
UCB or is device info stored elsewhere? 

ANSWER: Info is only kept in UCB. 

Milton Lopez, latte 

What tasks besides HEL and BYE use the Account File? 

ANSWER: MUP 

Kitty Bethe, Bankers Trust Co. I realize it isn't a good 
idea to change task builder defaults and then do a sysgen, but 
the only one I changed was to default everyone to external 
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42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

headers(RSXllM+). 
document that MCR 
don>t I have an 
in on August 83? 

I don>t think it was very nice of DEC not to 
and LOADER need their headers in pool and why 
answer to my SPR on this subject which I sent 

ANSWER: SYSVMR that comes with the system, installs LDR and 
MCR with external headers. Don>t know why your SPR wasn>t 
answered. 

Bruce Mitchell, Machine Intelligence and Industrial Magic 

The M+ command files to to build TKB,TKBRES,TKBFSL and STK now 
correctly build for /FP default floating point support, but 
still build for default /AL checkpointing rather than /CP. 
Will this be changed? 

ANSWER: This problem should be corrected. (Comment: /AL 
makes no sense with external headers on RSXllM+) ! 

John Vilandre, University of Minnesota 

With more and more high capacity disks, directories 
become very large. Will sub-tree directories 
implemented in RSX? 

ANSWER: No! 

sometimes 
ever be 

s. Reid Madsen, Weidner Communications Corporation 

We are running RSXllM V4.0 on an 11/34 and 11/70. Periodically 
the home block of our RK06 and RM03 disks disappears. Always 
occurs when disk space is low. I understand this might be 
related to the >Phantom Write> problem which occurs when 
extending contiguous files. It also has occurred on RSXllM+. 

ANSWER: Submit a SPR. 

Alan Frisbie, Fred>s Pizza Delivery Service CREF lists 
line numbers over 32767 as negative line numbers! 

ANSWER: Submit a SPR! 
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47. 

48. 

49. 

so. 

Vince Perriello, Composition Systems Inc. 

Our application involves a substantial number of installed 
tasks which RESCCM to shared regions in M+. These tasks are 
not always installed under and semblance of operator control 
and when we want to install a new copy of such a region, we 
have the problem of tracking down the RESCCM'd tasks. Can you 
either allow 'reverse checkpointing' to refresh the memory 
resident copy or give us a way to clean up RESCCMs(ie ~remove 
this region and I mean it!')? 

ANSWER: CDB display is being expanded to show statically 
attached tasks. To automate the procedure, use a privileged 
task to scan the ADB's. 

Jim Bostwick, Cargill Inc. 

How do I get a stand-alone BRU(BRUSYS} to talk to DY: in image 
mode? 

ANSWER: No! 

Barton Bruce, Cambridge Computer Assts. 

INI gives some 'illegal' or 'invalid' message 
very small VD: or FX: disks with explicit 
counts. BRU will initialize is with the 
though the switches are different} • 

Inc. 

when initializing 
small MXF and INF 
same numbers(all 

ANSWER: DEC just noticed it. !NI should be made consistant 
with BRU. 

Paul Repacholi, Analytical Engine Co. 

Will you put autoload system sources in all kits and a 
RSXllM.TSK in M kits? And since MTAACP,CDA, and VMR are are 
coupled to the executive, they would be nice to have included 
also. 

ANSWER: We'll look into it. 

Anthony Scandora Jr., Science Applications Inc. 

Non privileged users used to be able to "Run file/uic=[ggg,mmm 
]" starting in V4.l, that gives a privileged violation, but" 
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51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

Ins file/run=rem/uic=" works. This is inconsistent. It should 
keep the protection uic but set the default uic. 

ANSWER: Autopatch B fixes it by only allowing /uic for 
privileged users on RUN and INS. I maintain that the correct 
action is to set the default uic but not the protection uic! 

T. Mobberley, Eocom 

When using the EDT V2.0 on RSXllM V4.0 and the terminal(video) 

is set to VT-101/102/125 or 131, EDT shows the terminal as 
hardcopy. When will this be fixed? 

ANSWER: In V4.l/2.l with EDT V3.0 

Ed Winfield, General Electric 

On an 11/23 128kw system running RSXllM V4.l, working with lls, 
I VMR'd a llS image of 498. blocks, installed and fixed tasks 
then saved to a TU58. I got a message saying 'saved system 
file truncated to 492 blocks'. why? 

ANSWER: 
fixed. 

SPR was already submitted on this problem and is being 
Problem arose due to a change between V4.0 and 4.1 • 

David Johnson, Tektronix 

When are you going to implement a mail box driver on RSXllM? 

ANSWER: No plans. 

Henry Gruenemeier, Garrett Turbine Engine Co. 

Is there any method to accept escape sequences from a keyboard 
using half duplex terminal driver? 

ANSWER: No! 

T. Mobberley, Eocom 

RSXllM V4.0/FORTRAN IV V2.5 data file and uic have protection 
'[RWED,RWED,RWED,R]'. A fortran program open the data file for 
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56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

read only and program aborts with protection violation. 
Changing World to >RWED> on data file solves problem. Why? 

ANSWER: Submit a SPR. 

Jim Neeland, Hughes Research Labs 

System (M+ V2.0) hangs occasionally during a broadcast to a 
slaved port(with printer attached). All terminals are dead but 
processor is not halted. Why? 

ANSWER: Submit a SPR. 

Winfried Sander, Finnijan Mat 

In RSXllM V4.0, appeared officially the resident libraries for 
the RSX utilities! Surprisingly not as many RSX utilities were 
elected to link to the resident library FCSRES as we were used 
to. Is there a reason for that? 

ANSWER: No. Send us a list of tasks which could be linked to 
FCSRES. 

S. Reid Madsen, Weidner Communications Co. 

We sysgen systems for use both in Europe and the USA. 
some easy way to change from 50 to 60 cycle power for 
systems. Is this available on a sig tape. Could 
supplied by DEC as a supported utility? 

We need 
identical 
this be 

ANSWER: Open the system image at location $TPHTZ(in module 
SYSCM.MAC) and change the contents to the desired line 
frequency. This is the offset in the task image where the line 
frequency is found. Using ZAP, this location can then be 
changed. Suggest you change the .SYS version 1st, then after 
verification, change the .TSK file. 

Larry Baker, USGS/HP Labs 

Attempts to open a Decnet remote file using the new transparent 
network file access in RMS V2.0, fails when the task already 
has the network open,eg; a network server object that 
processes remote plot requests by reading the file over the 
network. Any work around or fixes possible? Also RMS V2.0 
chokes when the current node is specified as part of a 
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60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

qualified network file name. 

ANSWER: Since Decnet returns an indication that 
already open, RMS should be able to be fixed to 
intelligent. Second problem is new and should 
therefore it should get fixed. 

the net is 
do something 
not happen, 

Pete Balkus, GenRad 

RSXllM V2.l has its Dynamic Regions load in 'first available 
memory' starting at low core. Could we please have an 
attribute that would cause the region to be loaded 'High' like 
RSXllM V4.0? 

ANSWER: Stump the stars! Dec replied that there is a good 
reason, but could not remember why! 

Pete Balkus, GenRad 

RSXllM V2.l DYDRV will crash the system if the 
unplugged. This was fixed in RSXllM V4.0 and M+ 
somehow got broken again. Also the motor control on 
will cause MOU to issue a 'Bad Home Block' error. 

ANSWER: Fixed in autopatch B of M+ V2.l . 

Vince Perriello, Composition Systems, Inc. 

RX02 is 
V2.0, but 
a DSD440 

Batch processing often causes a significant degradation in 
system interactive performance. Could a parameter be added to 
the system to implement a priority drop at task start time(or 
at least in $CRETCB) for virtual terminals? 

ANSWER: We'll look at it. Maybe in a future release. 

Gibert Grodsky, Xerox Special Information Systems 

In an indirect command file the sequence: 
/log' gives an error message although 
correctly. I am told that a '.delay 15 or 
sufficient. 

ANSWER: Fixed in V4.l 
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64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

J. Frederick Bartlett, Fermilab 

Could there be a sysgen option for RSXllS which would allow XDT 
to be included without having to type 'G' every time the system 
is booted? I am tired of having to Zap the RSX task image. 

ANSWER: They will think about it. 

Tom Dembury, Survey Sampling Inc. 

Why has the DEC Bookstore stopped selling books at Decus? This 
is a vital function since we can never get up to date 
information about documentation from local offices. Also, can 
we get a central 800 number to call on latest versions of 
publications? 

ANSWER: Decus should be asked. 

Bob Agresta, GM- Cadillac Motor 

I have DT-07 Unibus switches on two ll/44's. According to the 
RSX manuals, I should be able to use 'link' and 'unlink' to 
make these units hookup. At no time during the sysgen process 
am I asked for the DT-07 configuration, the unibus runs or the 
peripheral devices on the runs. Why? 

ANSWER: Looking at supporting this w/o multiprocessors. We 
would look at you being a test sight. 

Gary Zaker, University of Texas at Austin 

On an 11/70 with a Massbus TE16, do I tell sysgen I have a MM 
or RH? Also how about Unibus RP04 disks, when they would 
normally be on the Massbus on an 11/70? 

ANSWER: You tell sysgen what you really have, which is a MM: 
no mater what the controller is. The RP04's don't care if they 
are on a Massbus or a Unibus. 

Hans Jung, Associated Press-NYC 

Is there a Cobol-81 Ots manual similar to the F4P or 
manual with module and data structure descriptions? 
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69. 

70. 

71. 

7 2. 

73. 

why, and what can I do about it? 

ANSWER: No. Will talk to Cobol-81 group. 

Jim Preciado, Advanced technology Systems 

Explain the ~boot~ restriction that a virgin boot requires the 
physical unit and logical unit of a disk drive be the same for 
the initial Save command to work! 

ANSWER: Don~t know. Submit a SPR to make documentation more 
complete. 

Gary Maxwell, Scientific Research Management Co. 

If i mount a magtape as /foreign with a specified record size 
and blocksize, then Pip will not write a file to that tape 
unless (I assume) it is a fixed record file with record length 
equal to the tape~s record length. Why can~t Pip pad out 
variable length record to the tape~s record length and issue a 
warning and continue uf the file~s record is too long? 

ANSWER: We will look into the problem. 

Bob Rock, Northern Telecom Inc. 

In a RSXllM+ system is there a way to make Syscan 
SAB (System Account Block) at regular intervals? 
plotting system performance. 

Record the 
Useful for 

ANSWER: Noted as a suggestion for system improvement. 

Bruce Mitchell, Machine Intelligence and Industrial Magic 

When BRU is copying from a RMOS to a TE16, if aborted, BRU goes 
into I/O rundown and waits anywhere from 5 sec. to 1 min. 
before the tape drive stops forward writing. Why? 

ANSWER: Interesting problem. Should not happen when writing; 
may be doing a ~space file~ operation for unknown reason. 
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74. 

7 5. 

76. 

77. 

Kitty Bethe, Bankers Trust 

We finally got V2.0 of M+ working well enough to put it into 
production this past July, so I cleared my desk off and sent 6 
SPRs in during August. Why have only 3 been answered? Looking 
thru our files, our past experience with SPR turn around time 
was much better. 

ANSWER: TSC processing adds 1 month(TSC claims only 2 weeks at 
the most). Also many SPRs are poorly written. Suggestion 
would be to have a session on SPR preparation. 

Alan E. Frisbie 

When doing an llS sysgen on a VAX, if the .SYS file is not 
contiguous, why does VMR trash the file? 

ANSWER: VMR does logical block I/O. This is guaranteed to 
corrupt your disk. It will be looked at. 

Vince Perriello, Composition Systems Inc. 

M+ seems to have problem in mounting unformatted disks 
'foreign'. I think it tries to read something from the disk? 
Could you fix this so that I can format my disk please? 

ANSWER: We'll check this out. It may be a relic of RkOS 
support. 

Barton Bruce, Cambridge Computer Associates 

What standalone utility is on my llM kit that lets me format 
disks on my single disk drive system? BRU64K doesn't do it. 
BRUSYS's extra size is ok if you could include it on the kit or 
just return 'Preserve'. 

ANSWER: Will look at it. Maybe put BRUSYS on M kits. 

Paul Repacholi, Analytical Engine Co. 

When will M+ support the DCll as a console and the DW: 
system disk? 

ANSWER: No. 
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78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

Anthony E. Scandora, Science Applications Inc. 

Is concatenation part of the Ansii Fortran-77 specification? 
Could you put it into PDP-11 F77 and how about 'Inquire'? 

ANSWER: Whether ansii or not is unclear. F77 concatenation 
and 'Inquire' are expensive and on wish list. 

Jim Neeland, Hughes Research Labs 

Does EDT V3.0 support 'strike-over/type-over' mode? I can't 
find any reference to the capability on the VMS systems. 

ANSWER: Ask John Sauter. 

T. Mobberley, Eocom RSXllM+ V2.l supports checkpointable 
commons. Is there an alternate(TKB) such that the commons will 
not be checkpointed and/or will not be written back to the task 
image when unloaded? 

ANSWER: Everyone concurs that this in not a desirable 
situation and must be fixed in the very near future. 

Henry Gruenemeier, Garrett Turbine Engine Co. 

Is there any chance of SLP supporting the TU58 in RSXllS V2.2? 

ANSWER: Does in V4.0 possibly or for sure in V4.l • 

Paul Repacholi, Analytical Engine Co. 

Bliss on RSXllM? 

ANSWER: No. 

David W. Johnson, Tektronix 

Is there a PLAS OTSRES for F4P? 

ANSWER: No written response from David Johnson. 
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84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

Yan-tai Shu, Plasma Physics Lab. UCLA 

Why do you use F4P for F77~s file names? 

ANSWER: They use for customer convenience. 

Anthony E. Scandora, Science Applications, Inc. 

I would like to see subforms in the QUEMGR Print Spooler, ie: 
FORM lA=lOCPI,BUF=80:1B=l2CPI,BUF=96. Where Lpp would send out 
the right escape sequence at the top of each file of job. How 
hard is this to do? 

ANSWER: It~s under consideration. 

Gary Maxwell, Scientific Research Management 

With all the great help diles on RSX, the (1,2] directory is 
huge now. Wouldn~t is be more efficient to add Universal 
Library support to the HELP command to speed up access and 
shorten directories? 

ANSWER: It~s been on our wish list. 

Barton Bruce, Cambridge Computer Associates Inc. 

In Macro-11 .Library is great, thank you. ~.Include~ would be 
very handy too,except it seems to need a whole page for the 
included code regardless of how small it is. 

ANSWER: Owned by RT people. Send in a SPR. 

Paul Repacholi, Analytical Engine Co. 

Boot/dev and MVT to work for all devices with a hardware VU 
bit? 

ANSWER: It~s under consideration. 
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90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

Bruce R. Mitchell, Machine Intelligence and Industrial 
Magic 

There is a problem on hardcopy terminals when a user logs in 
using the form HELLO user/password. It is relatively simple to 
strike over this line in HELL01 Kmskit does this and there is 
a patch for llM+ on the Sig Tape. Any chance of making this 
official? 

ANSWER: The next release of RSX will have more security 
functionality. This is very likely to be there. 

Larry Baker, USGS/HP Labs 

Any possibility of implementing the volume verification 
features as is done in VMS to recover from a write-locked disk, 
a failed drive, or an accidentally spun down disk now that 
stalled I/O is here? 

ANSWER: Maybe. 

Anthony E. Scandora Jr, Science Applications,Inc 

Please put enough stuff on M and M+ kits to be able to build a 
BRUSYS or to run tasks without a disk! 

ANSWER: Noted. Your not the first. 

Denny Walthers, American McGaw 

On-line DSC V4.0/4.l and standalone DSC V4.0 give ~Device 
Offline~. It can be mounted, read and written to. Can this be 
rectified? 

ANSWER: Submit an SPR with DSC • 

Michael Malfatti, Bonneville Power Administration 

A few years ago, there was a System Logic Manual for RSXllM 
V3.l Any plans to update and issue it again for a future 
version of RSXllM? 

ANSWER: There are no plans at this time. 
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94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

Barton Bruce, Cambridge Associates Inc. 

With no ~paper patches~, the new update process may not seem as 
big a step forward to users, as it must to Dec if a 6 month lag 
is what we expect to see for delivery. 

ANSWER: See Software Services on their booth. 

Paul Repacholi, Analytical Engine Co. 

As TKB is patched, M and M+ version diverge. If you copy 
across systems, problems arise! One common patch set would 
sure be nice! 

ANSWER: It~s under consideration. 

Anthony E. Scandora Jr, Science Applications Inc. 

On ODS-1 disks, Vax utilities can only do wildcard names and 
types. No wildcard UICs at all and no wild characters either. 
PIP works ok. 

ANSWER: Bug the VMS guys. 

David W. Johnsons, Tektronix 

Expiration dates on ANSI! tapes? 

ANSWER: Good point. 

Barton F. Bruce, Cambridge Computer Associates 

Any chance for programable baud rate support on Q-bus DLs? 

ANSWER: Look into it. 

Bruce R. Mitchell, Machine Intelligence and Industrial 
Magic 

Is there a way for a running task to find out his file ID or 
filename, and what happens in the worst case if he deletes 
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100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

himself? 

ANSWER: (1) Examine T.LBN and blow out the first few blocks 
the task image's device. (2) (Alan Frisbie) There is a utility 
on the SIG tapes to retrieve filenames given the LBN of a file. 
(3) It is possible to damage a running system under special 
circumstances. (4) Blow out the first few blocks of the task 
headers, set the remove on exit bit in the task header and 
exit. (5) T.LBN can be chased back to the filename, but it 
involves exhaustive search of the Index file. (6) All of these 
solutions assume a privileged task. (7) Possible to write 
garbage all over the whole disk! 

Larry Baker, USGS/HP Labs 

Futures for RSX: I would like to see a Romable RSX flavor 
system from Dec, not an RT-11/Pascal System. RSX suit me fine. 

ANSWER: Might be possible. 

Paul Repacholi, Analytical Engine Co. 

When will the DMF-32 be supported, or at least have the code in 
place? 

ANSWER: No! 

Anthony E. Scandora Jr, Science Applications Inc. 

Does Vax Dscl read current RSX Dsc tapes? 

ANSWER: No. 

Jim Neeland, Hughes Research Labs 

Any way to chain out of Ind into a task? 

ANSWER: Do it yourself. 
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CHARACTER DESIGN UTILITY 

Paul Rutz 
Lee Enterprises, Inc. 

130 East Second St. 
Davenport, IA 52801 

(319) 383-2363 

PURPOSE: CHAR is an aid for designing characters for the 
VT-200 family. CHAR interactively displays the character, a 
representation of the character cells, and the octal character 
representation. 

USE: RUN CHAR on a VT-200 series terminal A display screen 
will be shown. Type one of the commands. The screen and character 
will be changed accordingly. The cursor will be over the current 
cell. 

Cursor keys 
Find 
Select 
Next screen 
CTRL/Z 

line 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COMMANDS 

moves the cursor to a different cell. 
sets the cell active (*) 
sets the cell inactive (-) 
resets the character to all cells inactive 
exits the utility. 

SCREEN DISPLAY: 

1 CHARACTER DESIGN UTILITY 

A (The displayed character) 

- * -
* - * 

- * * - -
* * * * * * * - (character cell matrix) 
* - * -
* - - - - - * -

157 147 143 141 143 147 157 077 
102 077 077 077 077 077 102 077 

ENTER COMMAND 
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NOTES 

1. This utility was written in MACRO under RSX-llM V4.0 

2. This utility only programs the first programmable 
character for display purposes. The octal sequence for each 
character should be programmed by the application task. 

3. This utility requires 8 data bit communication with the 
VT-200 series terminal. 

4. For more information on programming character sets refer 
to the: "VT 220 PROGRAMMER REFERENCE MANUAL", Section 4.16 

ANOTHER SYSTEM-WIDE EDTINI FILE FOR RSX 

Paul Rutz 
Lee Enterprises, Inc. 

13 0 E • 2nd St, 
Davenport, IA 52801 

(319) 383-2363 

In the November, 1983 issued of THE DEC PROFESSIONAL, Allen 
Watson described a method of implementing a system wide EDTINI.EDT 
file. I have also discovered a way of having only one EDTINI.EDT 
file by modifying the EDT task image. 

The EDT task image is changed so that EDT searches for the 
initialization file named "SY:[l,2]I.EDT" instead of 
"SY:EDTINI .EDT". The EDT task image is changed with the ZAP 
utility. 

The first step in modifying EDT is to print the EDT map which 
was created during Sysgen Phase III. An excerpt of an EDT map is 
displayed below. 

Next, locate the ARITH root segment. This segment is labeled 
"Note l" on the example map. Locate the $PLIT sect ion which is 
labeled "Note 3" below. In this section, there is a module labeled 
EDTDAT from EDTLIB. This module is labeled "Note 4". The fir st 
number on this line is the starting address of the module and has a 
value of 040416 in the example. 

Each EDT overlay segment has a different base disk block. The 
base disk block can be found in the DISK BLK LIMITS line of the 
segment header. In the example below, this line is labeled "Note 
2". The first number on this line is the base disk block and has a 
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value of 2 in the example. 

By using ZAP, the contents of this module can be examined and 
changed. The first six bytes of this module is the initialization 
file name. 

ZAP is started by entering: 

RUN $ZAP 

which will give the prompt 

ZAP> 

Enter the EDT task name 

EDT.TSK 

and ZAP will prompt 

At this point the base disk 
address (040416) are entered 
contents of this location can be 
quote ( ') 

2:40416" 

block (2) and module 
separated by a colon. 
displayed by appending 

starting 
The ASCII 
a single 

The address and ASCII contents will be displayed followed by a prompt 

002:040416"' E 

The new octal value for this location can be entered 

133 

The next byte can be displayed by entering a carriage return 

002:040417' D 
And the new octal value can be entered. A summary of the octal values 

for [l,2]I follows: 

[ 133 
1 061 
, 054 
2 062 
] 135 
I 111 

The changes can be examined by re-entering 

2:40416' 

and carriage returning through the locations. 
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. ' 

ZAP is e'xited by entering a CTRL/Z. 

After this modification, EDT will look in account [1,2] on the 
users SY: device for the file I.EDT. If different users have 
different system disks, the I.EDT file must be on every system 
disk. 

EDT Map Example: 

Note 1 *** Root segment: ARITH 
R/W mem 

Note 2 
limits: 000000 063323 063324 26324. 

Disk blk limits: 000002 000065 000064 00052. 

Memory allocation synopsis: 
Section 
-------. BLK.: (RW,I,LCL,REL,CON) 

IOCOD :(RO,I,LCL,REL,CON) 

IODATA: (RW,D,LCL,REL,CON) 

$GLOB : (RW,D,LCL,REL,CON) 

001176 
001176 
001304 
001304 
003332 

031364 
031364 

Note 3 $PLIT :(RO,D,LCL,REL,CON) 
037626 

Note 4 

$$ALER: (RO,I,LCL,REL,CON) 

040446 
040534 
040652 
040676 
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Title Ident File 
----- -----

000106 00070. 
000106 00070. Bl6SAV EDTLI' 
002026 01046. 
002026 01046. IOMOD 02.o1 EDTLIJ 
016044 07 20 4. 

006242 03234. 
001450 00808. KEYPAD 02.01 EDTLI 

037626 001050 00552. 
000570 00376. KEYPAD 02.01 EDTLI 

040416 000030 00024. EDTDAT 02.0 
000066 00054. EDTCTR 02.06 EDTLI 
000116 00078. RSXSYS 02.02 EDTLI 
000024 00020. FORMAT 02.02 EDTLI 
000024 00020. 
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RPO& DISK CORRUPTION -- RSX-11M V3.2 

Ken Otto 
E I DuPont de Nemours & Co, Inc 

Box 2626 
Victoria, TX 77902 

ABSTRACT 

On most if not all of RP06 drives the contents of the disk address 
register (RPDA) is incorrect following correctable errors during 
certain sectors. If the transfer is continued following error 
correction without loading a correct value into RPDA, two types of 
problems result. The driver for RSXllM V3.2 and earlier does not 
load RPDA in this circumstance. In the first problem RPDA contains 
a non-existent sector causing a fatal error (illogical disk 
address) when the transfer is continued. In the second problem 
RPDA contains a legal value but one that is either 9 or 10 sectors 
greater than the correct value. The transfer continues with no 
apparent error but the buffer is corrupted. Writing the buffer 
back to disk then corrupts the file. If the buffer happens to be 
the volume bitmap, serious problems will follow. Fortunately these 
problems can be avoided by slight modification of the driver. The 
modifications increase the use of shared code and thus shorten the 
driver. 

It is hoped that the findings reported here explain the 
emperical conclusion of many shops that virtually no soft errors 
could be tolerated with RP06 disks and Version 3.2. 

These problems may also exist with RP04 and RP05 drives since 
they use the same controller and driver. 

HARDWARE THEORY OF OPERATION 

When the transfer of a sector from disk to memory is completed 
and the error correction code (ECC) calculated during the read 
matches that read from the two words following the 256 data words, 
the value of the RPDA register is incremented unless it was already 
at the maximum sector value (octal 25) in which case it is cleared 
and the track (surface) is incremented. This operation is 
completed within microseconds after the two-word ECC has been read. 
If the word count register (RPWC) is not zero and the track did not 
overflow to the next cylinder, transfer of the next sector 
continues during the same revolution. Thus a maximum of 418 
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sectors can be transferred without any revolutions being skipped 
and with each sector taking about .75 milliseconds. After the 
transfer of each word is completed, the memory address register 
(RPDA) is incremented twice and the word count register is 
incremented once. 

If the ECC calculated during the read does not match that read 
from the disk, a lengthy hardware calculation is started. This 
calculation uses the two ECC values to determine which bit or bits 
of the 4096 are in error. If any incorrect bits fall outside of an 
11-bit range, the calculation fails and a bit in the error register 
is set to show an uncorrectable ECC error. When the error is 
correctable, two registers give the position of the 11-bit sequence 
within the 4096 bits and which bits within the 11 are to be 
complimented. The hardware assumption is that software will 
correct the bits without rereading the sector and will resume the 
transfer with the next sector if RPWC is non-zero. Since the 
resolution of the ECC error takes a minimum of 7 milliseconds (9.3 
sectors pass under the head), resumption of the transfer is during 
the next revolution. The hardware does not generate the 
end-of-sector pulse until the ECC resolution has been completed. 

FIRST TYPE OF PROBLEM 

The first type of problem occurs when a correctable ECC error 
is detected in the last sector of a track (21. or octal 25) and 
more data remains to be transferred. In this case the RPDA 
register contains octal 26 ("26) which is illogical. In dozens of 
error log records on four different RP06 drives and two CPU's and 
spanning a two-year period no case was found where the RPDA 
contained the correct value after a last sector ECC error. In 
every case the RPDA contained "26. It is easy to be mislead by 
only casual examination of those cases where the error log records 
show RPDA to contain sector O. In every one of these cases the 
error did not occur in sector "25 as will be explained in the 
section entitled "SECOND TYPE OF PROBLEM". A machine language 
program was toggled in and run until an ECC error occurred in 
sector "25 at which time a halt was executed. Console examination 
of the RPDA register showed sector "26. 

It is hypothesized that the hardware is making the decision to 
increment RPDA rather than clear the sector in RPDA based on the 
last sector seen rather than the last sector transferred. When no 
ECC error is present, there is no difference; but, when an ECC 
error is present there is a nine sector difference due to the 7 
millisecond resolution time. Whatever the mechanism the RPDA is 
wrong. 
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Continuing a transfer (by resetting the go bit in the RPCSl 
register) with RPDA containing sector "26 produces an immediate 
fatal error of illogical disk address. The effect this has on the 
issuing task depends on the task. 

SECOND TYPE OF PROBLEM 

The second type of problem occurs when a correctable ECC error 
is detected in either sector "14 or "15 and more data remains to be 
transferred. In many of these cases the sector in the RPDA 
register is erroneously cleared and the track incremented. It is 
postulated that the hardware decides to clear the RPDA sector 
because at the completion of the ECC error resolution the last 
sector of the track has just passed under the head. Since the 
delay is about 9.3 sectors, one might expect 70% of the sector "14 
errors and 30% of the sector "15 errors to result in faulty RPDA 
values. Our statistics show 8 5% for sector "14 and 30% for sector 
"15. 

This second type of problem is much more serious than the 
first type since the faulty RPDA value is logical just wrong. 
Casual examination of the error log records finds no obvious 
problem. To see the problem you have to take the sector number and 
transfer size at the start of the transfer and the words remaining 
to be transferred after the ECC error was detected and calculate 
the sector at which the transfer should continue. If this does not 
match the value in RPDA, there is a problem. Continuing the 
transfer with a faulty value in RPDA results in incorrect 
information in the memory buffer following the corrected sector. 
Corrupted files and disks can result if the buffer is written back 
to disk. 

This type of error was confirmed by writing a special program 
to read a known multi-sector segment from a portion of the disk 
known to contain a weak sector "14. The program printed the buffer 
if it was found to not match known values. The printout showed a 
ten-sector gap in the buffer. There was an error log record 
similar to those described above. 

REC(X;NIZING THE PROBLEMS 

Determining whether a given system has these problems may 
require examining many dozen disk error log records. For the first 
type of problem look for 26 in the two low-order octal digits of 
the RPDA entry in the error log record. If the RPWC value is 
non-zero, the error diagnosis will read "NOT RECOVERED AFTER 0. 
RETRIES". 
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For the second type of problem look for 00 in the two 
low-order digits of the RPDA entry. Calculate the next sector to 
be transferred by converting the RPWC value to a positive value, 
doubling it for bytes, subtracting from the transfer size, dividing 
by octal 1000 for sectors and adding to the sector at IO start. If 
the result is greater than octal 25, subtract octal 26. If this 
calculation yields octal 15 or 16 rather than O, then the second 
type of problem exists. 

MODIFYING THE DRIVER 

Since assembly of the V3.2 DB driver is highly 
conditionallized, modification is described in both general and 
specific terms. The driver contains code to calculate new values 
for the RPDA, RPWC and RPBA registers for the case of an 
uncorrectable ECC error. This code starts at 155$ and assumes that 
RO contains the count of bytes successfully transferred, RS points 
to the UCB and R4 points to the SCB. The code for correctable ECC 
errors must be changed to put the count of bytes successfully 
transferred into RO and branch to 155$. One additional change is 
necessary. Just before the test for whether there are any more 
words to transfer the value if Rl is subtracted from U.CNT(RS). 
This must be changed to a compare since the subtraction will be 
done downstream of 155$. 

Our specific changes were to 3 lines. 

Line 875 the SUB was changed to CMP 

Lines 893,894 were changed to 

MOV 
BR 

Rl,RO 
155$ 

;BYTES SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED 
;SHARE CODE WITH HARD ECC ERROR 

Later RP06 drivers such as the M+ driver and the seek 
optimization driver of M use shared code for both soft and hard ECC 
errors and thus avoid the problems of the V3.2 driver. 
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Comparison of Three Versions of Runoff 

Allen A. Watson 

Disclaimer 

The author makes no guarantee of the accuracy or com
pleteness of this comparison. The final arbiter of how 
any Runoff program works is a computer and a test case. 
The purpose of this document is to share the results of 
my research with you so you may perform your own, final 
evaluations. 

Acknowledgements 

For their invaluable contribution to the documentation of 
RSX systems, Charles Spalding and John Clement, authors 
and maintainers of the two RSX Runoffs discussed in this 
document, deserve our hearty thanks. 

The program Runoff exists in many versions. On our 
RSXllM-Plus systems we have two: Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 and 
Clement Runoff, Version BL3 .11. Spalding""s version is also the 
current RSX SIG Runoff Working Group official version. Clement Ru
noff, Version BL3.ll is available on the RSX SIG tape for Fall, 
1983 in UIC [332,13]; Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 is on the same 
tape in UIC [307,50] and also may be purchased from the DECUS li
brary. 

On our VAX systems, we have these two plus Digital Standard 
Runoff (DSR), both built in compatibility mode. 

All three versions have many basic features in common. The 
general run-of-the-mill document can be processed by any of the Ru
noff programs and produce nearly identical results. 

Each version, however, has certain unique features not avail
able in one or both of the other versions. This document is in
tended to help you select which version of Runoff you want to use 
for a given document. 

A comparison chart is given here comparing the features of the 
three versions. The chart is divided into three sections: 

1. Commands 
2. Flags 
3. Command Line Switches 
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The chart does not explain what any command does, it merely 
indicates whether or not the feature is included in the version of 
Runoff. Some features will have numbers referencing a note that 
follows the chart, describing how the command differs from other 
versions or what it does if it is unique to the particular version 
of Runoff. (Commands unique to DSR are not explained in notes be
cause anyone who has a VAX has DSR and its documentation.) 

Conunands that are in one version but not in another are 
printed in bold face; commands that are common to all versions are 
printed in light type. These are the subset of commands that can 
safely be used in a text file and run through any of the three ver
sions of Runoff without producing errors. 

Lesser differences (such as number of spaces indented, or 
lines skipped) are not noted. The user should realize, however, 
that because of these minor differences no two versions of Runoff 
are likely to produce absolutely identical output even if the input 
is identical and contains only commands common to the versions. 

Following this comprehensive chart are several other smaller 
charts that list: 

Features common to all three versions 
Features common to DSR and Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll 
Features common to DSR and Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 
Features common to Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll and Spalding 
Runoff, Version Sl.4 
Features unique to DSR 
Features unique to Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll 
Features unique to Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 
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COMMAND • 

Alternate 
Alternating Title 
Appendix 
Autobreak . 
Autocontents 
Autohyphenate 
Autojustify . 
Autoparagraph 
Autosubtitle 
Auto table 
Autotitle 
Begin Bar 
Blank 
Block 
Break 
Center 
Center Text 
Chain . 
Chapter • . 
Chapter Layout 
Comment .•.. 
Contents 
Control Characters 
Date ••... 
Define Command 
Define Escape • . 
Define Substitute 
Define Subscript 
Define Superscript 
Define Variable Space 
Disable Bar • . 
Disable Blocks 
Disable Bolding 
Disable Contents 
Disable Escape 
Disable Equation 
Disable Hyphenation 
Disable Indexing 
Disable Output 
Disable Overstriking 
Disable Running . • . 
Disable Special • • . 
Disable Substitution 
Disable Tabs 
Disable Toe . . . . . 

RUNOFF COMPARISON CHART 

RUNOFF COMMANDS 
DSR 

no 
no 
yes 
no 
no 
no • 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no • 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
no • 
yes 
no • 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
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COMMAND 

Disable Underlining 
Display Appendix 
Display Chapter 
Display Elements 
Display Levels 
Display Number 
Display Subpage 
Do Contents 
Do Index 
Dump 
Ellipses 
Else 
Enable Bar 
Enable Blocks 
Enable Bolding 
Enable Contents 
Enable Escape 
Enable Equation 
Enable Hyphenation 
Enable Indexing 
Enable Levels 
Enable Output 
Enable Overstriking 
Enable Running 
Enable Special 
Enable Tabs 
Enable Toe 
Enable Substitution 
Enable Underlining 
End Bar 
End Center 
End Footnote 
End List 
End Literal 
End Note 
End Option 
End Separated Equation 
End Subpage 
Endif . 
End Text 
Entry 
Eof 
Even 
Exclude 
Figure 
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COMMAND 

Figure Deferred 
Fill 
First Title 
Flags Accept 
Flags Bold 
Flags Break 
Flags Capitalize 
Flags Comment 
Flags Control 
Flags Escape 
Flags Equation 
Flags Hyphenate 
Flags Index 
Flags Lowercase 
Flags Overstrike 
Flags Period 
Flags Space . 
Flags Special 
Flags Subindex 
Flags Substitute 
Flags Underline 
Flags Uppercase 
Flags All 
Footnote 
Footnote Line 
Half Spacing 
Header Level 
Headers Lower 
Headers Mixed 
Header No Page 
Header Page 
Header Spacing 
Headers Upper 
Headers On 
Hyphenation 
If 
IfNot 
Immediate Test Page 
Immediate Test Text 
Include 
Indent 
Indent Levels 
Index 
Justify 
Keep 
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no84 

ye ifs 
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no 
no 87 
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Layout 
Left 
Left Margin 
Level Style 
List 
List Element 
Literal 
Lock 
Lower Case 
No Alternate 
No Alternating Title 
No Autobreak 
No Autohyphenate 
No Autojustify 
No Autoparagraph 
No Autosubtitle 
No Autotitle 
No Control Characters 
No Date 
No Ellipses 
No Fill 
No Flags 
No Flags flag-name 
No Flags All 
No Half Spacing 
No Headers On 
No Hyphenation 
No Justify 
No Keep 
No Number 
No Number Chapter 
No Paging 
No Period 
No Space 
No Subtitle 
No Title 
No Underline 
Note 
Number 
Number Appendix 
Number Chapter 
Number Index 
Number Level 
Number List 
Number Page 
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COMMAND 

Number Running 
Number Subpage 
Odd 
Option 
Page 
Page Format 
Page Name 
Page Size 
Paper Size 
Paging 
Paragraph 
Period 
Permanent Footnote 
Print 
Print Contents 
Print Index 
Quote Character 
Repeat 
Require 
Reset Escape 
Reset Substitute 
Right 
Right Justify 
Right Margin 
Send Toe 
Separated Equation 
Set Date 
Set Level 
Set Paragraph 
Set Time 
Skip 
Spacing 
Standard 
Style Chapter 
Style Headers 
Subpage 
Subtitle 
Tab Left 
Tab Right 
Tab Stops 
Test Page 
Test Text 
Text 
Title 
Top Margin 
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COMMAND • 

Under1ine 
Under1ine Spaces 
Under1ine No Spaces 
Upper Case 
Variab1e 
Variable Spacing 
Variant 
Xlower 
Xupper 
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no yes58 
no yes59 
no yes60 
yes yes 
yes no G1· 
no yes62 
no yes 
yes no 
yes no 
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SPALDING FLAG TYPE ----
no Accept or Quote 
no yes 
no Bold 
yes Break 
no Capitalize 
no 
no62 

Comment 
Conunent 

no Control 
no Hyphenate 

Index 
Subindex 
Lowercase 
Overstrike 
Period 
Explicit space 
Substitute 
Underline 
Uppercase 
Equation 1 
Equation 2 

RUNOFF COMPARISON CH}\RT 

RUNOFF FLAG CHARACTERS 
CHARACT~ DSR CLEMENT SPALDING 

yes yes 

no26 * yes no 
yes yes63 no 

< yes ~~27 yes 
yes yes 

., yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 

> yes yes no 
> yes yes yes87 
\ yes yes yes 
% yes yes no 
+ yes no no • yes yes101 yes 
$$ yes yes no 

~ yes yes yes 
yes yes29. yes 
no yes29 no 
no yes no 
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RUNOFF COMPARISON CHART 

RUNOFF COMMAND LINE SWITCHES 

In the case of switches the versions differ greatly in syntax, but 
often offer similar functionality. RSX versions use MCR-like 
switches, whereas DSR uses DCL-like switches. For this reason the 
actual switch is listed under the appropriate version in the table. 
Most MCR-like switches can be negated if prefaced with a minus 
sign, e.g. "/-HY". 

SWITCH FUNCTION 

Underline using Backspace 
Underline using overprint 
Simulate underline 
Disable underlining 
Specify non-spacing character 

version 
file 

/BACKSPACE 
default 
/SEPARATElOB 
/NOUNDERLINE 

/NONSPACING for underline 
Identify program 
Append output to 
Output indicated chapter range 
/CH:l:h 
Output indicated appendix range 

Output CR, LF's in file 
Output true Form-feeds 
Hyphenate output 
Output indicated page range 
Set page height and width 
Right shift output n spaces 
Spool output file to printer 
Force all uppercase output 
Wait at start of pages 
Allow alternating title 

/NOSIMULATE 

/PAGES=l:~llO 
/FORMSIZE ll 
/RIGHT=n 

/PAUSE 

Set number blank lines at top /DOWN=n 
Set max lines per page /FORMSIZE=n 
Set default right margin 
Set number lines in page header 
/HL:n 
Set blank lines for chapter 
Set text portions to include /VARIANT 
Set text portions to exclude 
Set overstrikes for bold /BOLD=n 
Enable change bars /CHANGE BARS 
Create intermediate TOC file /CONTENTS 
Output termination message /LOG 
Control output of error messages 

Specify output file /OUTPUT=file 
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/UL:B 
/UL:L 
/UL:S 
/UL:N 

/CR109 
/FF 
/HY 
/PA:l:h 
/PS:h:w 
/RI:n 
/SP 
/UC 
/WA 

__ 62 

113 

/MESSAGE 

114 

SPALDING 

/UL:B 
/UL:L 
/UL:S 
/UL:N 

/ID 
/AP 
/CH:l:h 

/AP:l:h 

/FF 
/HY 
/PA:l:h 
/PS:h:w 
/LE:n 
/SP 
/UC 
/WA 
/AL 
/DO:n 
/LO:n 
/Wl:n 

/BL:n112 
/IN:n 
/EX:n112 

__ 113 

114 

RSX MULTITASKER 

Generate sequence numbers 
Trace Debugging Options 

/SEQUENCE 
/DEBUG 
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NOTES FOR CHARTS COMPARING THREE VERSIONS 

1. AUTOBREAK allows optional line breaks after selected char
acters such as hyphen. 

2. AUTOHYPHENATE allows user to control hyphenation by specifying 
the minimum number of letters before end of line in a hy
phenated word. 

3. AUTOTITLE in Clement automatically uses Chapter or Appendix 
titles as title at top of pages. Spalding does this by de
fault and it cannot be turned off; specific TITLE commands 
must be given to override it. 

4. CENTER TEXT allows centering of multiple text lines. 
5. CHAPTER LAYOUT lets user specify layout of first page of a 

chapter differently than other pages in the document. 
6. DEFINE COMMAND allows user to define Runoff command string ma

cros, e.g. 

.DEFINE COMMAND/SECTION/S2.LM+5.RM-5.C; 

The command ".SECTION" will now be recognized as equivalent to 
the associated command string. 

7. DEFINE ESCAPE defines non-printing escape sequences for con
trol of printers and video terminals. lets you make use of 
special pr inter features on Diablo, NEC, and other newer 
printers, such as shadow printing, half-spacing, and graphics. 
Makes Runoff printer independent. 

8. DEFINE SUBSTITUTE defines string for text substitution. Al
lows development of form letters, etc. 

9. DEFINE SUBSCRIPT defines subscript escape sequence for 
half-spacing. 

10. DEFINE SUPERSCRIPT defines superscript escape sequence for 
half-spacing. 

11. DEFINE VARIABLE SPACE defines micro space for implementing 
variable spacing between words on printers such as Diablo. 
This is not proportional spacing. Eliminates big interword 
gaps for more professional appearance. See note 61. 

12. DISABLE ESCAPE disables escape sequence recognition. See note 
7. 

13. DISABLE EQUATION disables equation writing mode. See notes 19 
and 29. 

14. DISABLE SUBSTITUTION disables output of substitutions. See 
notes 8 and 22. 

15. DISABLE TABS disables tab recognition. Tabs are treated as 
single spaces. 

16. ELLIPSES causes tabbed text to be filled with ellipses 
( •••• ) rather than spaces. 

17. ENABLE BOLDING -- ability to define escape sequences in Cle
ment Runoff, Version BL3.ll eliminates the need for DSR-style 
balding by backspacing and retyping. For compatibility with 
DSR define shadow print escape sequences for ""'*" and "\*", 
the DSR bold flags. Bolding will not be possible for printers 
that do not support shadow printing. 
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18. ENABLE ESCAPE turns on escape sequence recognition. 
19. ENABLE EQUATION turns on equation formatting: 

A+B 
C+D+X 

{A+B)/{C+D)+X 

is output as: 

NOTE 

The above sequence when followed by a NO FLAGS EQUA
TION command appeared to hang Runoff in a loop; 
there appear to be bugs in equation formatting. 

20. ENABLE LEVELS controls output of header level text to document 
and table of contents files. In Spalding Runoff, Version 
Sl.4, AUTOCONTENTS gives some similar control. 

21. ENABLE TABS enables recognition of tabs if DISABLE TABS has 
been issued. 

22. ENABLE SUBSTITUTION enables output of substitution strings. 
See note 8. 

23. END CENTER ends a CENTER TEXT command. See note 4. 
24. END SEPARATED EQUATION end separated equation mode. See note 

51. 
25. END TEXT ends a TEXT command. See note 55. 
26. FLAGS BOLD is not required in Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll. 

See note 17. 
27. FLAGS COMMENT -- Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll implements the 

COMMENT command and recognizes semicolon as a comment indica
tor, but DSR files using "!" as a comment indicator will not 
process correctly through Clement. Spalding recognizes "!" or 
11 .!", and ".;". Use ".COMMENT" or ".;" for total compatibil
ity. 

28. FLAGS ESCAPE defines and enables recognition of escape flags 
11 "' 11 and 11 \ 11 and a third flag of your choice. See notes 7, 12 
and 30. 

29. FLAGS EQUATION enable recognition of equation formatting flags 
(left and right braces). See note 19. 

30. FLAGS SPECIAL set up single character escape sequence recogni
tion. See also notes 7, 12 and 28. 

31. HALF SPACING allows you to set default spacing (like SPACING 
command) in half-space increments for pr inters that support 
this feature. See notes 9 and 10. 

32. HEADER NO PAGE sets Runoff to print headers with page number 
only, omitting the word "Page". See note 94. 

33. HEADER PAGE sets Runoff to print headers with the word "Page" 
in front of page numbers. See note 94. 

34. HEADER SPACING sets spacing between title and first line of 
text, initially set to 3. 
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35. IMMEDIATE TEST PAGE is the same as TEST PAGE except that it 
does not cause a break. Can be used within text without dis
turbing fill. See note 123. 

36. IMMEDIATE TEST TEXT is the same as TEST TEXT (see note 54) but 
does not cause a break. 

37. INDENT LEVELS causes Header Level lines to be indented left 
and right "n" characters. 

38. Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll has four more LAYOUT styles 
than DSR: title top left, page bottom right: title top 
center, page bottom right: title top center, page alternating 
bottom left and right: and title top, page bottom, both al
ternating left and right. Thus layouts 0 through 3 are 
compatible: layouts 4 through 7 are not. 

39. LOCK locks in page formatting parameters so they cannot be 
changed. Useful for merging several documents that were 
separately formatted. 

40. NO AUTOBREAK turns off AUTOBREAK for selected characters. See 
note 1. 

41. NO AUTOHYPHENATION turns off AUTOHYPHENATION. See note 2. 
42. NO AUTOTITLE turns off AUTOTITLE. See note 3. 
43. NO ELLIPSES turns off ellipses mode. See note 16. 
44. NO HALF SPACING turns off HALF SPACING. See r.ote 31. 
45. NO NUMBER CHAPTER disables chapter numbering, allows running 

page numbers. See NUMBER RUNNING command in DSR (sirniler but 
not identical) • 

46. NO TITLE prevents printing of both title and subtitle. 
47. NO UNDERLINE specifies characters that are not to be 

underlined: normally only spaces are not underlined. 
48. PERMANENT FOOTNOTE specifies a permanent footnote to appear 

between the body of text on a page and any footnotes on that 
page. Use to specify a separator space and line for foot
notes. See FOOTNOTE LINE in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4. 

49. RESET ESCAPE clears table of escape sequences. See note 7. 
50. RESET SUBSTITUTE clears table of substitute strings. See note 

8. 
51. SEPARATED EQUATION causes Runoff to generate extra lines to 

separate an equation from other equations or text. 
52. STYLE CHAPTER changes the style of chapter headers, similar to 

STYLE HEADERS. 
53. TAB LEFT causes text following tabs to be left justified on 

the next tab stop. 
54. TAB RIGHT causes text following tabs to be right justified at 

the next tab terminator. Works with FLAGS BREAK to line up an 
arbitrary break character such as decimal points. 

55. TEST TEXT works like TEST PAGE but tests to see if enough room 
is on the current page for n lines of text regardless of spac
ing. Sarne as TEST LINES in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4. 

56. TEXT begins a section of text you wish to keep all on one 
page. Similar to BLOCK in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 but 
does not continue to fill present page if text section will 
not fit. 

57. TOP MARGIN sets the number of blank lines at the top of the 
page to n. 
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58. 

59. 

60. 
61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 
74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

UNDERLINE specifies what characters are underlineable in addi
tion to current specifications. Normally only spaces are not 
underlined. See note 47. 

identical to UNDERLINE SPACES enables underlining of spaces: 
• UNDERLINE " ". See J?rev ious note. 
UNDERLINE NO SPACES disables underlining of spaces. 
VARIABLE SPACING enable variable interword spacing for Diablo 
compatible printers. See note 11. 
VARIANT defines a label which is used to control subsequent IF 
commands for selective inclusion of input. Serves same pur
pose as /VARIANT command line switch in DSR and INCLUDE/EX
CLUDE in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4. 
The BREAK flag character may also be used to align tab columns 
in Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll. 
ALTERNATE and ALTERNATING TITLE are commands for Spalding only 
-- alternating titles are controlled by the LAYOUT command in 
DSR and Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll. However, Spalding 
also offsets odd-nurnbe red pages to the right so double-sided 
documents may be bound more easily. 
Parameters controlled by AUTOHYPHENATE may be set by a Task 
Builder option in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4. 
AUTOCONTENTS controls what entries are made in Table of 
Contents: chapters, appendices, and index, or header levels. 
Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll uses ENABLE LEVELS for similar 
control. 
BLOCK defers output of a block of text to a later page if not 
enough space remains on the current page. See also TEXT com
mand in Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll, note 55. 
CHAIN chains to new input file and does not return. See also 
REQUIRE command. 
CONTENTS in Spalding 
tables of contents. 
tables. Related but 
other versions. 

outputs text to one of three separate 
Used to create TOCs for figures and 
not identical to SEND TOC command in 

DISABLE BLOCK turns off output of deferred blocks. See note 
67. 
DISABLE CONTENTS in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 turns off 
processing of contents commands. Sarne effect as DISABLE TOC 
in other versions. 
DO CONTENTS outputs all stored Tables of Contents. Executed 
automatically at end of input file(s). Explicit command can 
set different spacing for the three tables. 
DUMP forces the output of all pending blocks and figures. 
ENABLE BLOCKS allows output of deferred text blocks (BLOCK and 
FIGURE). See note 70. 
DISABLE OUTPUT prevents output from being written to the out
put file. 
DISABLE RUNNING disables consecutive page numbering and re
stores chapter-oriented numbering. See note 80. 
DISABLE SPECIAL in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 disables re
cognition of Runoff's special characters. Nearly identical to 
NO FLAGS ALL in other versions. Spalding's NO FLAGS command 
disables only Capitalize, Hyphenate, and Subindex flags and 
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78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

there is no corresponding "FLAGS" command to turn all three on 
again. 
ENABLE CONTENTS turns on processing of Table of Contents com
mands. Same as ENABLE TOC in other versions. 
ENABLE OUTPUT restores writing of output to the output file 
after it has been disabled with DISABLE OUTPUT. 
ENABLE RUNNING enables consecutive page numbering as opposed 
to chapter-oriented page numbering. Similar to numbering pos
sible through LAYOUT command in other versions. 
ENABLE SPECIAL turns on recognition of Runoff's special char
acters. Similar to FLAGS ALL in other versions. 
Spalding supports footnotes. However, like many earlier RSX 
versions, the end of a footnote is signalled with an exclama
tion mark in column 1. In DSR this would flag a comment and 
be ignored. See also note 88 on FOOTNOTE. 
END OPTION marks the end of an optional input section; ident
ical to ENDIF in other versions. 
FIGURE operates in all three versions with significant 
differences: 

DSR 

Clement 
Spalding 

- outputs n blank lines. If there are not n 
lines left on the current page starts new page 
and outputs n lines at top of next page. 

- Same as DSR. 
- Works like FIGURE DEFERRED in other versions. 

That is, if there are not n lines left on cur
rent page, text continues to fill current page 
and n lines are output on a later page. Also 
allows specification of offset space from sur
rounding text, and a figure caption line. 

In Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 FIRST TITLE is not required 
to obtain a title on the first page. The same result can be 
achieved by placing a TITLE command before any other commands 
that cause output. 
FLAGS ACCEPT does not exist in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4. 
This version cannot selectively enable and disable recognition 
of the Accept Flag; however, the Accept Flag character can be 
changed with the QUOTE CHARACTER command. See note 127. 
FLAGS commands in DSR and Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll en
able recognition of the flag and optionally specify a new flag 
character. Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 does not allow 
specification of a new flag character (except see QUOTE CHAR
ACTER) • Also, in Spalding the Subindex Flag does not function 
in text but only within INDEX or ENTRY commands. 
FOOTNOTE in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl .4 requires a numeric 
argument n giving the number of lines to reserve for the foot
note. Sometimes this necessitates multiple passes through Ru
noff to adjust this argument properly. DSR and Clement 
Runoff, Version BL3.ll do not require or allow the argument; 
instead they automatically calculate the space required for 
the footnote. Spalding, however, automatically generates a 
nice footnote separator line. DSR and Clement do not. DSR 
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89. 
90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

requires the separator, if desired, to be included in the 
first footnote on each page with footnotes; this too can re
quire multiple passes through Runoff to get it right. Clement 
allows a separator line to be defined (once for entire docu-~ 
ment) with the PERMANENT FOOTNOTE command. See note 9 2 on 
FOOTNOTE LINE command in Spalding. 
EOF forces the logical end of the input file. 
EVEN forces output to next even-numbered page; accepts a text 
argument as a caption. For example, to insure the next sec
tion begins on an odd-numbered page, you could use: 

.EVEN This page intentionally left blank 

.PAGE 

Has no effect if current page is even-numbered. 
EXCLUDE and INCLUDE set options so that corresponding input 
sections will be ignored or processed. Basically same func
tion as VARIANT in DSR and Clement Runoff, Version BL3 .11. 
EXCLUDE and INCLUDE take numeric arguments; VARIANT takes a 
variant-name (alphabetic) for an argument. 
FOOTNOTE LINE allows user to change character used in and 
length of line generated to separate footnotes from text. 
Same function but not as flexible as PERMANENT FOOTNOTE in 
Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll. 
HEADERS ON and NO HEADERS ON functionally exist in all three 
versions but with slightly different syntax that prevents full 
compatibility. The basic, abbreviated commands (.HD and .NHD) 
function identically, turning page header generation on and 
off. In DSR the full command is "HEADERS [ON]•, where the 
word "ON" is optional. In Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll it 
is "HEADER"; "ON" is not allowed. In Spalding Runoff, Ver
sion Sl.4 it is "HEADER" also, but in addition the command 
takes four optional arguments specifying page header style, 
length, and margins. Thus in Spalding this command serves the 
added functions of HEADERS UPPER, HEADERS LOWER, and HEADERS 
MIXED in the other two versions, with an added option of 
HEADER BLANK. However in DSR one would say "HEADERS MIXED", 
but in Spalding and Clement one would say "HEADER MIXED". See 
also the STYLE HEADERS command. 
The function of HEADER NO PAGE in Clement Runoff, Version 
BL3.ll is served by HEADER BLANK in Spalding Runoff, Version 
Sl.4. HEADER PAGE in Clement translates approximately as 
HEADER MIXED (or other option) in Spalding. 
HEADER SPACING in Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll may be accom
plished in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 by the HEADER com
mand, specifying header length as the second parameter. 
IF and IFNOT exist in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 as varia
tions of the OPTION command. 
HYPHENATION and NO HYPHENATION in Spalding Runoff, Version 
Sl. 4 serve the same purpose as ENABLE/DISABLE HYPHENATION in 
DSR and Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll. HYPHENATION also al
lows the option of hyphenating only at user-specified break 
points. 
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98. In Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 the NO FILL command causes 
blank lines in input to be preserved in output, as ".NO 
FILL.KEEP" would do in other versions. 

99. Previous versions of Spalding Runoff had a command called 
LAYOUT that performed entirely different functions. The name 
of the command has been changed to PAGE FORMAT in Spalding Ru
noff, Version Sl.4 to avoid confusion with LAYOUT in other 
versions. 

100. Not a real restriction since LEFT is a synonym for INDENT, 
which exists in all versions. 

101. LEVEL STYLE allows control of spaces before and after header 
level text, number of lines for automatic test page, and use 
of run-in headers. It must be separately specified for each 
header level. Useful to eliminate blank lines between conse
cutive header level commands. Rot the same as DISPLAY LEVELS 
in other versions. 

102. LIST ELEMENT in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 allows optional 
inclusion of number of lines for automatic test page before 
the element; other versions use the test page value from the 
last PARAGRAPH command. 

103. LITERAL functions with slight differences in the three 
versions: 

DSR - No flags and command recognized except .END 
LITERAL. Tabs are expanded to spaces. 

Clement - Same as DSR; action taken on tabs is not 
specified in the manual. 

Spalding - No commands except .END LITERAL recognized. 
Flag characters are recognized unless 
disabled. This allows such things as under
lining in literal mode. Other versions must 
use NO FILL and KEEP to achieve this effect. 
Tabs are not converted to spaces but are out
put as tabs; form feeds are also literally 
output. 

104. NO FLAGS flag-name in Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 valid only 
for Capitalize, Hyphenate, and Subindex flags. 

105. NO SUBTITLE cancels subtitles in DSR and Clement; in Spalding 
you use the SUBTITLE command with no text to cancel subtitles. 
If AUTOSUBTITLE is in effect in Spalding you must also issue 
an AUTOSUBTITLE 0 command. 

106. In Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 the equivalent of NO AUTOSUB
TITLE is AUTOSUBTITLE 0. 

107. In Clement Runoff a single dollar sign may be used to trigger 
user-defined substitutions as well as the date and time sub
stitutions provided in DSR. 

108. DSR allows choice of underline character; other versions use 
hyphen. 

109. The /CR switch in Clement Runoff, Version BL3.ll allows output 
of files which in turn may be edited and re-passed through Ru
noff, or which can be copied by FLX. 
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110. 
111. 
112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

DSR /PAGES switch allows five ranges to be specified. 
DSR /FORMSIZE switch sets only lines per page. 
Spalding /IN and /EX switches override INCLUDE and EXCLUDE 
commands in file. See notes 91, 96. 
The DSR /CONTENTS switch is not required by the other ver
sions. DSR creates tables of contents only when this switch 
is used. It then creates an intermediate file (of undefined 
format) that must be processed with a program called TOC; the 
resulting file with extension of ".RNT" must then be processed 
through Runoff again to produce a ".TOC" file. This has the 
advantage of allowing you to produce a final output file with 
the table of contents in the appropriate place; it has the 
disadvantage of having to run several programs. 

Spalding Runoff, Version Sl.4 creates tables of contents 
by default at the end of the output file. No separate program 
passes are needed. However, to organize the resulting output 
you normally need to cut and paste the table(s) pages from the 
end to the beginning of the document. Spalding, in Appendix E 
of his manual, describes a means of automatically outputting 
the table in place. This entails two passes through the file, 
but only one command line. 

Clement Runoff, Version BL3 .11 strikes a happy medium. 
The table is specified as a separate file name in the command 
line: 

RNO output-file,toc-file=input-file 

This produces a ".RNT" file directly; no TOC program is 
needed. The file must be processed again by Runoff. You can 
create a DOC and a TOC file and then append them, and print 
the combined result. 
The /OUTPUT switch is not required in the RSX versions. The 
output file name is specified as part of the command line. 
NOTE in Spalding accepts an optional numeric indent specifying 
indent to use on right and left. Default is 5, 1 ike other 
versions. 
NUMBER n in Spalding starts (resumes) page numbering with n as 
next page number, if given. Same as NUMBER PAGE in other ver
sions except NUMBER accepts only numeric arguments while 
NUMBER PAGE will also accept letters. 
In Spalding NUMBER APPENDIX accepts only a letter for argu
ment, and NUMBER CHAPTER accepts only numbers. 
ODD forces output to an odd page if current page is even. See 
Note 90. 
OPTION n marks the start of a segment of input to be processed 
or ignored depending on the setting of the indicated option 
number. See INCLUDE and EXCLUDE. If n is negative the action 
is reversed, that is, if "INCLUDE 3" is in effect, "OPTION -3" 
will cause following text to be excluded. Thus, "OPTION n" 
equals "IF" command in other versions, and "OPTION -n" equals 
"IFNOT". See notes 91 and 96. 
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120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

PAGE SIZE or PAPER SIZE in Clement takes three additional, op
tional arguments that set left margin, top margin, and spacing 
defaults for the duration of the document. PAGE SIZE with no 
arguments will restore all five previously set defaults. Sim
ilar to PAGE FORMAT in Spalding, but parameters are not ident
ical. See next note. 
PAGE FORMAT in Spalding sets four parameters: top margin, 
lines per page (not counting top margin), base left margin, 
and default right margin (or line width}. Similar to PAGE 
SIZE in Clement, see previous note. See also note 99. 
PAGE NAME in Spalding specifies a text string to output as 
prefix to page numbers. 
Spalding adds two parameters to PARAGRAPH to give additional 
control to the automatic TEST PAGE done for paragraphs. The 
two added parameters do not affect auto-paragraphing, only ex
plicit PARAGRAPH commands. The added parameters are LENGTH 
and END; see note 131 on TEST PAGE for meaning. This type of 
PARAGRAPH command can be used to correct situations where a 
single short last line of a paragraph falls at the start of a 
page (this is called a widow line in typesetting}. Clement 
has provided the IMMEDIATE TEST PAGE command to handle the 
same problem. See note 35. 
PRINT in Spalding displays a line of text on the user's termi
nal. This can be used to mark progress, but more importantly, 
as a prompt to the user for input for form letters, etc. For 
example: 

.PRINT Enter name: 

. REQUIRE TI: 

Note that other Runoffs do not allow "TI:" or "TT:" as a 
file spec. 
PRINT CONTENTS n prints the contents of a single Table of Con
tents buffer (range 1 to 3) without any automatic setting of 
headings or margin, allowing fuller user control of format 
through preceding Runoff commands. See DO CONTENTS, note 72. 
PRINT INDEX in Spalding accepts two parameters to control in
denting of index items and the spacing between letter groups. 
QUOTE CHARACTER in Spalding changes the quote character (Ac
cept Flag} to be the specified character. used to allow free 
use of underbar character in normal text. Similar to FLAGS 
ACCEPT in other versions but does not change the status of the 
flag, only changes the character used. See note 86. 
REQUIRE in Spalding does not take quotes around the file spec; 
nesting is limited to two levels unless you modify the program 
at the expense of index buffer space. (The modification is 
simple: you change the value of an assembly switch}. Spald
ing allows the file spec to be "TI:" thus providing a means of 
interactive terminal input that does not exist in other ver
sions. See note 124. 
RIGHT JUSTIFY in Spalding is functionally equivalent to RIGHT 
in DSR and Clement. Enough subtle differences exist, however, 
to consider this a separate command in all three verslons. 
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130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 
134. 

The basic command format is: 

.RIGHT [JUSTIFY] [[+-Jn] ;text 

In DSR RIGHT causes a break. "n", if omitted, places 
text flush to right margin. If positive, flush to a point n 
spaces to left of right margin. If negative, flush to a point 
n spaces to right of right margin. 

In Clement RIGHT does not cause a break. There may be 
left-justified text on the same output line. "n" behaves as 
it does in DSR -- except that negative n appears not to work 
(gets error message because it exceeds right margin}. 

In Spalding RIGHT JUSTIFY does not cause a break. •n•, 
if omitted, places text flush to theright margin. If un
signed, places text flush right against column n. If si~ned 
positive or signed negative, taken as relative -to the right 
margin but in a sense reverse to that of other two versions. 
(Mr. Spalding would like to point out that this TSconsistent 
with the way "n" is interpreted in the CENTER command.} 
STANDARD in Spalding resets all of the following parameters to 
their original default values (program defaults, not ones set 
by command}: Header Length, Left Margin, Right Margin, Page 
Format (top margin, lines per page, base left margin, line 
width}, Spacing, Tab Stops, Paragraph (indent, skip, test}, 
List skip, and List Element test page value. Re-enables Fill 
and Justify. Accepts single parameter to apply to text and 
header right margins . 
TEST PAGE in Spalding accepts two additional optional parame
ters giving greater control over page breaks at the end of the 
paragraph. You can insure that if a break occurs----at least 
"end" lines will be output on the next page. The three param
eters are: 

start - minimum lines to appear on current page. 
length - estimated number of lines for total text block. 
end - minimum number of lines to appear on the next page if 

length lines will not fit on current page. 

See also note 123. 
TITLE in Spalding can output a title on the first page, elimi
nating need for the FIRST TITLE command present in other ver
sions. See not 85. 
In Spalding, TOP MARGIN is set with the PAGE FORMAT command. 
In Spalding, PERIOD controls spacing after any normal sentence 
terminator including".", ":", "!", and"?". It also applies 
to period, question, or exclamation followed by a parenthesis, 
bracket, brace, or double quote. 
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FEATURES COMMON TO ALL THREE VERSIONS 

This table represents the common ground, the commands that should 
be •safe" to use in any of the three versions. If you 1 imit your
self to these commands and features you should be able to process 
your input file through any of the three versions; if any editing 
is necessary it will be very minor (e.g. changing "HEADERS" to 
"HEADER"). Some commands included in this list have options in one 
version or other that do not exist in all versions, but the basic 
command function is common .. 

CCMMANDS 

Appendix 
Blank 
Chapter 
Do Index 
End Literal 
Entry 
Flags Capitalize 
Footnote 
Headers Mixed 
Indent 
Left Margin 
Literal 
No Fill 
No Justify 
Number Appendix 
Page Size 
Period 
Right Margin 
Subpage 
Test Page 

Autoparagraph 
Break 
Comment 
Enable Indexing 
End Note 
Figure 
Flags Hyphenate 
Header Level 
Headers Upper 
Index 
List 
Lower Case 
No Flags name 
No Number 
Number Chapter 
Paper Size 
Print Index 
Skip 
Subtitle 
Title 

FLAGS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Accept ( ) • 
CapitaliZe (<). 
Control (.). 
Hyphenate (=). 
Subindex (>). 
Lowercase (\). 
Explicit space (#). 
Underline (&). 
Uppercase (A). 

CCMMAND LINE SWITCHES 

Autosubtitle 
Center 
Disable Indexing 
End List 
End Subpage 
Fill 
Flags Subindex 
Headers Lower 
Headers 
Justify 
List Element 
No Autoparagraph 
No Headers 
Note 
Page 
Paragraph 
Require 
Spacing 
Tab Stops 
Upper Case 

~~~1-. Control of underline mode: backspacing, overprint, simu
lation or none. 

2. Control of form feed mode: actual or simulated with line 
feeds. 
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3. Ability to output selected page range. 
4. Preset page height in command line. 
5. Right shift output from command line. 
6. Wait at start of new page. 

OTHER 
~~-1. Supports conditional processing of input; commands differ 

in Spalding. 
2. Ability to produce alternating titles and page numbers. 
3. Produce Tables of Contents. 
4. Produce an Index with subindex entries. 
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FEATURES CCMMON TO DSR AND CLEMENT 

CCMMANDS 
Appendix Autoparagraph 
Begin Bar Blank 
Center Chapter 
Disable Bar Disable Hyphenation 
Disable Overstriking 
Disable Underlining 
Display Appendix Display Chapter 
Display Levels Display Number 
Do Index Enable Bar 
Enable Indexing Enable Overstriking 
Enable Underlining 
End Footnote 
End List 
End Subpage 
Figure 
First Title 
Flags Capitalize 
Flags Index 
Flags Space 
Flags Underline 
Footnote 
Headers Upper 
If 
Justify 
Left 
List Element 
No Autoparagraph 
No Flags name 
No Justify 
No Paging 
Note 
Number Level 
Number Subpage 
Paper Size 
Period 
Right 
Set Paragraph 
Style Headers 
Tab Stops 
Upper Case 

End Literal 
Endif 
Figure Deferred 
Flags Accept 
Flags Control 
Flags Lowercase 
Flags Subindex 
Flags Uppercase 
Header Level 
Headers Mixed 
Ifnot 
Keep 
Left Margin 
Literal 
No Autosubtitle 
No Flags All 
No Keep 
No Space 
Number Appendix 
Number List 
Page 
Paging 
Print Index 
Right Margin 
Skip 
Subpage 
Test Page 
Variant6 z 

FLAGS 
--1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Accept ( ) . 
Break (IT. 
Capitalize (<). 
Semicolon as comment (.;). 
Control (.). 
Hyphenate (=). 
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Au tosubt i tle 
Break 
Comment 
Disable Indexing 
Disable Toe 

Display Elements 
Display Subpage 
Enable Hyphenation 
Enable Toe 
End Bar 

End Note 
Entry 
Fill 
Flags Break 
Flags Hyphenate 
Flags Overstrike 
Flags Substitute 
Flags All 
Headers Lower 
Headers On 
Indent 
Layout 
List 
Lower Case 
No Fi 11 
No Headers On 
No Number 
No Subtitle 
Number Chapter 
Number Page 
Page Size 
Paragraph 
Require 
Send Toe 
Spacing 
Subtitle 
Title 
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7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 

C<MMAND 
---1-. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

OTHER 
--1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

Lowercase (\) • 
Overstrike (%). 
Space (i). 
Subindex (>) • 
Substitute ($) including date substitution for $$DATE, 
etc. 
Underline ( & ) • 
Uppercase (A). 

LINE SWITCHES 
Control of underline mode: backspacing, overprint, simu
lation or none. 
Control of form feed mode: actual or simulated with line 
feeds. 
Ability to output selected page range. 
Preset page height in command line. 
Right shift output from command line. 
Wait at start of new page. 

Ability to produce alternating titles and page numbers. 
Produce an Index with subindex entries. 
Ability to produce alternating titles and page numbers. 
Produce Tables of Contents. Produce separate ". RNT" file 
for Table of Contents. 
Produce an Index with subindex entries. 
Selective conditional input sections using IF, IFNOT, etc. 
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FEATURES CCMMON TO DSR AND SPALDING 

CCMMANDS 
Appendix Autoparagraph 
Blank Break 
Chapter Comment 
Do Index Else 
End List End Literal 
End Subpage Entry 
Fill Flags Capitalize 
Flags Subindex Footnote 
Headers Lower Headers Mixed 
Headers Indent 
Justify Left Margin 
List Element Literal 
No Autoparagraph No Fill 
No Flags Hyphenate 
No Headers 
No Justify 
Note 

No Number 
Number Appendix 
Page Size 
Period 

Page 
Paragraph 
Require 
Spacing 
Tab Stops 
Upper Case 

Right Margin 
Subpage 
Test Page 

FLAGS 
--1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Accept ( ) • 
Capitalize(<). 
Comment ( ! ) . 
Control (.). 
Hyphenate (=). 
Subindex (>) • 
Lowercase (\) . 
Explicit Space (#). 
Underline (&). 
Uppercase (A). 

CCMMAND LINE SWITCHES 

Autosubtitle 
Center 
Disable Indexing 
Enable Indexing 
End Note 
Figure 
Flags Hyphenate 
Header Level 
Headers Upper 
Index 
List 
Lower Case 
No Flags Capitalize 
No Flags Subindex 

No Period 
Number Chapter 
Paper Size 
Print Index 
Skip 
Subtitle 
Title 

~~~1-. Underline control: backspacing, overprint, simulation or 
none. 

2. Output indicated chapter range. 
3. Output true or simulated form feeds. 
4. Enable or disable hyphenation. 
5. Output selected page range. 
6. Preset page height in command line. 
7. Right shift output. 
8. Wait at start of new page. 
9. Control number of blank lines at top of page. 

10. Control maximum lines per page. 
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OTHER 
--1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

FIGURE in Spalding equivalent to FIGURE DEFERRED in DSR. 
Produce alternating titles and page numbers. 
Produce index with subindex entries. 
Enable or disable hyphenation. 
Selective inclusion of input by variant parameters. 
Output title on first page if desired. 
Change accept flag character (different commands). 
Turn autosubtitle off (different commands). 
Right justify text in a line (different commands). 
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FEATURES COMMON TO CLEMENT AND SPALDING 

COMMANDS 

Appendix 
Blank 
Chapter 
Do Index 
End Literal 
Entry 
Flags Capitalize 
Footnote 
Header Mixed 
Indent 
Left Margin 
Literal 
No Fill 
No Flags Subindex 
No Number 
Number Chapter 
Paper Size 
Pr int Index 
Skip 
Subtitle 
Title 

Autoparagraph 
Break 
Comment 
Enable Indexing 
End Note 
Figure 
Flags Hyphenate 
Header Level 
Header Upper 
Index 
List 
Lower Case 
No Flags Capitalize 
No Headers 
Note 
Page 
Paragraph 
Require 
Spacing 
Tab Stops 
Upper Case 

FLAGS 
--1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Accept ( ) . 
Capitalize(<). 
Control (.). 
Hyphenate (=) . 
Subindex (>) • 
Lowercase (\) . 
Explicit Space (#). 
Underline ( & ) • 

Uppercase (A). 

COMMAND LINE SWITCHES 

Autosubtitle 
Center 
Disable Indexing 
End List 
End Subpage 
Fill 
Flags Subindex 
Header Lower 
Header 
Justify 
List Element 
No Autoparagraph 
No Flags Hyphenate 
No Justify 
Number Appendix 
Page Size 
Period 
Right Margin 
Subpage 
Test Page 

~~~1-. Underline control: backspacing, overprint, simulation or 
none. 

2. Output indicated chapter range. 
3. Output true or simulated form feeds. 
4. Output selected page range. 
5. Preset page height and width in command line. 
6. Right shift output. 
7. Spool output file. 
8. Wait at start of new page. 
9. Force uppercase output. 
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FEATURES UNIQUE TO DSR 

COMMANDS 
Autojustify 
Date 
Flags Bold 
No Autojustify 
Number Index 
Set Date 
Variable 

FLAGS 

Auto table 
Disable Bolding 
Flags Comment 
No Control Characters 
Number Running 
Set Level 
Xlower 

~~-1. Bold (*). 
2. Period (+). 

COMMAND LINE SWITCHES 

Control Characters 
Enable Bolding 
Flags Period 
No Date 
Repeat 
Set Time 
Xupper 

~~~1-. Specify non-spacing underline character, /NONSPACING. 
2. Set overstrikes for holding, /BOLD=n. 
3. Enable change bars, /CHANGE BARS. 
4. Create TOC file, /CONTENTS. 
5. Output termination message, /LOG. 
6. Direct output of error messages, /MESSAGE. 
7. Specify output file, /OUTPUT (done without switch in other 

versions) . 
8. Generate sequence numbers in output, /SEQUENCE. 

OTHER 

9. Debugging options to trace effect of certain commands, 
/DEBUG. 

~~-1. Index and Table of Contents must be processed by two addi
tional programs. 

2. Index may be double-column. 

OBSERVATIONS 

DSR has very few unique features that cannot be found in one of the 
other versions. Bolding by overstriking may be useful if your 
printer cannot do shadow printing. A two-column index is nice but 
not a frequent necessity. Other than this, the most useful unique 
command -- which it seems would be easy to implement in the other 
versions -- is REPEAT. 
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FEATURES UNIQUE TO CLEMENT 

COMMANDS 
Autobreak Autohyphenate 
Center Text Chapter Layout 
Define Escape Define Substitute 
Define Superscript 
Disable Escape 
Disable Equation Disable Substitution 
Ellipses Enable Substitution 
End Separated Equation 
Flags Escape 
Flags Equation 
Header No Page 
Immediate Te st 

Flags Special 
Header Page 

Page 
Index Levels 
Layout(types 4-7) 
No Autohyphenate 
No Half Spacing 
No Underline 
Reset Substitute 
Tab Left 
Text 
Underline Spaces 
Variant 

Lock 
No Autotitle 
No Number Chapter 
Permanent Footnote 
Separated Equation 
Tab Right 
Top Margin 
Underline No Spaces 

FLAGS -- Equation flags ({ and }) • 

COMMAND LINE SWITCHES 

Autotitle 
Define Command 
Define Subscript 
Define Variable Space 

Disable Tabs 
End Center 
End Text 

Half Spacing 
Header Spacing 
Immediate Test Text 

No Autobreak 
No Ellipses 
No Title 
Reset Escape 
Style Chapter 
Test Text 
Underline 
Variable Spacing 

~~~1-. /AP:l:h to output indicated appendix range. 
2. /CR or /-CR to control output of CR, LF sequences. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Clement has many unique features, as can easily be seen from 
the above chart. To summarize them as best I can, they include: 

1. Equation formatting. 
2. User-definable text and command strings for substitution. 
3. Ability to utilize unique printer features through escape 

sequences. 
4. Improved use of tabs, with ability to tab left or right, 

or align on a break character. Plus filling with ellipses 
instead of spaces. 

5. Added page layout formats. 
6. user-definable Permanent Footnote. 
7. user control of what is or is not underlined. 
8. Improved user control over hyphenation and end-of-page 

conditions 
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Clement has been extremely careful to maintain compatibility 
with DSR. For instance, he has 113 commands in common with DSR 
versus 64 for Spalding. If you avoid the commands in this chart 
and use only those in "Features in Common to DSR and Clement" you 
should have no difficulty using DSR and Clement interchangeably. 
Clement even advises using the DSR manual as an additional refer
ence, and provides instructions for building his program on a 
VAX/VMS system. 

Clement has also used his IF command very nicely to provide a 
means of building extensive RSX and VMS "Help Files" for Runoff di
rectly from the same source file as used to produce his user man
ual. 
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FEATURES UNIQUE TO SPALDING 

COMMANDS 
Alternate 
Block 

Alternating Title 
Chain 

AutoContents 
Contents 
Disable Output 
Do Contents 
Enable Contents 
Enable Special 
Even 
Hyphenation 

Disable Blocks 
Disable Running 
Dump 

Disable Contents 
i5TSiii'.iie pekial 
Enable B oc s 

Enable Output 
End Option 
Exclude 
Include 

Enable Running 
Eof 
Footnote Line 
Level Style No Alternate 

No Al te rna ting 
No Hyphenation 
Number 

Title 

Odd 

No Flags 

Option 
Page Format 
Print Contents 
Standard 

Page Name 
Quote Character 

Print 
Right Justify 

The commands underlined in the above table have unique names but 
their functions are duplicated in the other Runoffs by commands 
with different names. In the author's opinion Spalding's Runoff 
could profit by making these commands compatible with DSR and Cle
ment. 

FLAGS (!) is used to indicate end of footnote. 

SWITCHES 

OTHER 

/ID identifies program version. 
2. /AP appends output to existing file. 
3. /AL allows/disallows alternating titles. 
4. /WI:n sets default right margin (width). 
5. /HL:n sets number of lines in page header. 
6. /BL:n sets blank lines at start of chapters. 
7. /IN and /EX set text portions to include and exclude, 

overriding commands within the input file. 

---1. Allows comma as command separator in addition to semico
lon. 

2. Allows multiple input files on command line. 
3. FIGURE works like FIGURE DEFERRED in other versions, and 

allows a caption line. 
4. TITLE can place title on first page. 
5. FLAGS commands do not allow specification of new character 

for flag. 
6. (>) functions only as subindex flag in INDEX and ENTRY 

commands; does not serve as an Index Flag within text. 
7. FOOTNOTE requires a numeric argument giving footnote size; 

also generates footnote separator line automatically. 
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8. NO FILL preserves blank lines. 
9. Added parameters to LIST ELEMENT for better control. 

10. LITERAL mode recognizes and acts on flag characters such 
as underline. Tabs are not converted to spaces in literal 
mode. 

11. AUTOSUBTITLE takes numeric parameters. 
12. Table of Contents created at end of output file, not as 

separate file. 
13. Some other commands with added parameters to control spac-

ing and margins: NOTE, PAGE SIZE, PARAGRAPH, and TEST 
PAGE. 

14. REQUIRE command does not want quotes around file 
specification; allows TI: as input file specification 
for terminal input. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The major unique features in Spalding can be summarized as 
follows: 

1. Deferred output commands (BLOCK, FIGURE, FOOTNOTE) offer 
better control of page appearance. 

2. The CHAIN and EOF commands provide added control over in
clusion of secondary input files. 

3. The PRINT command and the ability to REQUIRE input from 
the terminal add a unique means of interactive prompting 
and response. 

4. Three separate Tables of Contents for text, figures and 
tables. 

5. Greater control of final document appearance through EVEN, 
ODD, ALTERNATE, PAGE FORMAT, and PAGE NAME commands, and 
added parameters to LIST ELEMENT, NOTE, PAGE SIZE, PARA
GRAPH, and TEST PAGE. 
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From the Editor 

The last issue was fairly sparse but the mail has picked up 
and the next few months should bring you !AS fans some 
interesting goodies. 

For those of you contemplating moving from RSX-llD to !AS 
(Multiuser) , I am happy to report that our first 3 systems 
have been upgraded successfully. We have 10 more to go. 

Contributions 

The DeVIAS Letter needs contributions in order to continue 
as an effective medium for exchange of information regarding 
!AS. 

Contributions may be submitted in any form you wish. 
Originals on 8~ x 11 paper are preferred. However, even 
photocopies of relevant match-book covers would be 
appreciated. 

Send all contributions to: 

Ontario Hydro 
700 University Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario 
CANADA, MSG 1X6 

Attn: John W. Drummond 
Mai 1 Stop-M2El0 
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Dear IAS Enthusiast, 

DePartment of R~diation TheraP'!:I 
School of Medicine 
University of Penns'!:lvania 
Room 410 
133 South 36th Street 
PhiladelPhia, Pennswlvania \9104 
15 February 1984 

There is a lot of a~tivit'!:I, SIGwise' at the moment. Ron Fussell' 
our •s\:lmPos:i.a Coordinat.or•, h.1s done all the Preliminar'!:I work for 
Cincinnatti and sent it in. Jim Hopp, the RSX SHmPosia Coordinator, 
wil 1. <:>ched1.1le (')I.IT' ·.H~s·.:;inns .:tlonc:! w:i.t.h +.he <:>mal 1. !=iro•JP 1Jf the S'!:lmPo<:>ia 
Committee next week in M~rlboro. Each scheduler works for s~veral 
SIG's; H. was di~+.ermined a•JH.e a wh:i.le ~<:tlJ that !:IO•J r.IJ•.Jldn't have 24 
People schedulin~ l4 simultaneous sessions. We have some interestins 
sessions Proposed, and we sholtld know after next week whir.h on~s ~ot 
onto the schedule. 

In addition' Mike Reilly, Allison NYlander and I have submitted a 
Proposed Pre-s~mPosiltm Rnminar nn MACR0-\1 for hish level lansuase 
Pro~r~mmers. If enoush People si~r1 l.IP so that it PaHs t.o run t.he 
seminar, we should make a few doll~rs for the SIG and no lon~er be the 
Poorest SIG. While it is not clear that SIG's need to make mone'!:I, it 
aPPears that it l1as not harm~d the bar~anins Position of those that 
have mone'!:I. There is such a Push to run Pre-swmPosium seminars' 
however, ihat there were over 50 <:>ubmitted this time. 1t MUST be a 
Sood wa'!:I to make money, m~nY of the Proposals were from Di~ital's 

Er.luca·t,ion Services. 

Dan Sedlacek' of Informatics General Corporation ir1 Bellevue, 
Nebraska, has a!=ir~ed to do a column on MACR0-11 for the DeVIAS Letter. 
He Plans to write a few pases each issue for a few issues ~nd hoPes 
that ~ou'll contribute some idea<:> too. To ~et starter.I write \:lour 
MACRO ideas' nice subroutines, ~reat macros' et~. to himt Dan 
Sedlacek, Infnrm~tics General CorPorati1Jn' \508 Kenned'!:I Drive, Suite 
a, Bellevue, Nebraska, 68005. MACRO, in mw opinion' is a forsotten 
lan~ua~e; I want to involve mor~ People with it! 1 thank Dan for 
volunteerins to undertake this section of our newsletter. 

Jim Underw1Jod, of Delta Refiources, Inc. in ArlinSt1Jn, Texas, has 
accepted the aPPointment to the Position of Asso~iate Editor of the 
DeVIAS Letter. He and John Drummond will work t1J continue brin~ins 

'!:IOU an Gualit'!:I newsletter. Jim's bi~ Job will be to Provoke ~ou into 
subnd.t.tins mat.e1•ial of ~eneral interest .• Yo1.1'd bet.ter do it .• Thanks• 
Jim. 

John Drummond has been a~tive and spent a bunch of time workins 
the DECllS P•.tbl. icat.ion Poli tic·.:;. As '!:IOU' d expect,, this ':lear of 
SubscriPtion fees has caused ever'!:lone a lot of ~astric distr~ss. When 
it's fre~, no one can complain. Now the'!:I can. While the RSX SIG 
<whose newsletter we leeched onto> has done a Sood Job in Producin~ a 
newsletter this wear <I'd like to think that we helPed more than 
hindered!); there are some newsletters whose Perfor•ance has been 
less satisfactory. In a bi~ effort to balance the Ju~tice of the 
situation, John and the other editors have asreed to Publish 
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individual n~wsletters next ~ear (startins July 1994). We have a~reed 
to Produce eisht issues for $20. There will be a 'renewal' notice for 
current. s1.1bscribers in t,he near f1.1t•JrP.. Alsor there will be a 
DECUScoPe article on the chanses. In a commercial world it seems onlw 
faj.r to vote i.n t,he marketPlace. Should the 'OeVlAS Letter continue1 

The Publication srouP has not settled several other issues' which 
I hope John will adr.frP.ss ;.n his coli.1mn when hP. c:tet,s a chance. The 
issue which concerns me the most is settins the newsletter to foreisn 
members o·r TJeVIAS LUG. Wo•.1ld someone call me anr.f volunteer to send a 
newsletter COPY to one, or two' or three foreisn members1 

The LUG cs.U,e Profj.le ;.s nearins r-i.1bli.cati1:m. Georc:te Wells has 
done the work of or~anizin~ and codin~ the forms into a Datatrieve 
str•Jct•.1re and c.~n Prb·1t t,h'°~m 01.1t,, He .1nr.f Steve I l lencik of Soule 
Steel, Carson, California' are workin~ Ollt a mechanism to set them to 
You. We could use two or three PeoPle who could Print ten or twenty 
coPies and mail them out. You's set ~ours first! Please call me. 
(21!5-662-3093) 

I hear that ERRLOG is 1 PermanentlH 1 fixed in the next release of 
IAS. You all remember how ERRLOG asks ~ou how manw buffers to 
allocate1 I always said •2•. But that made it so ERRLOG couldn't be 
included in my 'idi.ot Proof 8 startup file. It must be idiot Proof so 
that J can use it. I think that in V3.0 there was a Patch in the 
Software TJisP~tch to make ~he answer •2• wi.thol1t askins the auestion. 
It is little thinSs like that that make life easier! AnywaH, when 
V3. 1 came out, I t,h rew ~1•.1t all. m~ V3. 0 di. sPat.r.hes. The V1. 0 Patch 
works, but I had to find a senerous person to send me a COPY• NOW, it 
comes 1 fbted 1 - It. does not ask ·t,he tHlflstion. As I sai.dr small thinSs 
Please me. 

RaY French, of the Boeins ComP3nH in Seattler has accepted a 
Postion nn our Steerin~ Committee. He will ~ct as liacs.on with the RSX 
SIG and share his experience with Js. Jt is an honor to continue to 
work with Raw, whn has been a hlr•e influence in the srowth and success 
of the RSX/IAS SIG. 

I have a reauest for ADA on IAS. Anyone have it? 
oP:i.n:i.on t.h.:1t, sa~s it C<ln't/won't be done. 

I have one 

There was a discussion of the comments in the sources of the 
E:-:er.•Jtj.ve H10d1JJ.P.S -~t. one or t,he sessions in Las Vestas. I ina•.ti.red 
into the Possibility of publishins the ~omments, not the sources' in 
the DeVIAS l..ett,er. Tht-1 r~~1~1.1e~:;t was t1.1rnP.d down. 

As llSual in a DECUS newsletter' w~ ~sk fnr material to fill our 
Pa!'JP.s. We want ~ood ~t1.1 ff, not, ,j1.1r1k, But r.lood st,•Jff r.foesn' t have to 
have a shin'::I box. I've seen bab papers beautifully Prepared and vice 
versa. Most of us don't have time to Polish a subroutine into a sem 
of .Journalism. That's not necessary. A newsletter is informal, share 
between friends, kind of P•.1bU.cat. ion, not. a PhY• i. cs ... iourr1al+ It is OK 
to send a subroutine' macro' command file that does somethin~ neat. 
If '::lnu are concerned that it is "not soor.f enou~h" let Jnhn decide -
th~t's his Job. We accept polished ~rticles, but }jke the less formal 
thin!lt5 as W~!ll. Cnn+.rib1.1t.e, We'J.J. even put. it in w:i.tho•.1t '::lour name 
if ~ou're sh~, or for whatever re~son. You have seen that kind of 
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s•Jb111i.<;<;i.on al. rearh1, 

Lastly, Please sisn uP for 111e111bershiP in our SIG, We ha~e been a 
sep~rate SIG for a whil.e and there are onl~ 51 members sisne~ •JP. And 
that's how DECUS keeps score. You HUST contact DECUS and tel.l them 
that ~ou wiRh to be a member of the IAS SIG, and ~nY others ~Qu wish 
to belons to. Unless ~ou do, you will not be counted. J a111 PreParins 
a definition of a SIG that will reoui.re an active membershiP of around 
100 people. We'd be thrown out, and rjShtlY so, with our current 
membership, Please do it. Thanks. 

HaPPY Wjnter and a Pleasant SPrins, 

Robert F. Curley 

IAS PATCHES 
Jim Underwood 

PDS> TYPE MONO'v1 • DOC 
OCCASIONALLY, WE HAVE EXPERIENCED TERMINATIONS OF THE MO HANDLER. THESE 
FA I LURES ARE DUE TO TRANS I ENT DI SK ERRORS THAT OCCUR DUR I NG AN O'v'ERLAY LOAD. 
THE MO HANDLER IS PROBABLY THE MOST CONSTANTLY OVERLAYED TASK IN OUR SYSTEM. 
SINCE IT IS A HAt-JDLER,A TERMINATION IS FATAL TO THE SYSTEM SESSION. 

THE FILE [11,14JMONOVBLD.CMD IS A TASK-BUILD COMMAND FILE THAT GENERATES A 
NON-OVERLAY ED tJERS I ON OF THE MO HANDLER. TH IS VERSION OF THE PROGRAM 
OBVIOUSLY DOES NOT PRESENT THE POTENTIAL FOR THE FAILURE DESCRIBED ABOVE. 

ADVANTAGES: 
1. NON-DISK DEPENDENT,UNAFFECTED BY TRANSIENT DISK PROBLEMS. 
2. MUCH FASTER ON Al.JERAGE REQUEST 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1. REQUIRES MUCH MORE MEMORY
OVERLAYED 'v1ERS I ON 
NON-OVERLAY ED 1.JERS I ON 

2.NOT USEFUL FOR SMALL MEMORY SYSTEMS 

PDS> TYPE MONOVBLD.CMD 

1 1 , 1 4 ] M 0 N 0 V B L D . C M D 

3270 (OCTAL) 
23000(0CTAL) 

INDIRECT COMMAND FILE TO BUILD NON-OVERLAYED MO HANDLER 

[ 11, 1 ]MONOV/PFV-FP/-FX/-AB/-CP, [ 111, 14]MONOV/-SP/MA= 
[11,14]MOROOT,FOMSG,MOOVR,MOFCS,[1,l]SYSLIB.OLB/LB 
/ 
TASK=MO .... 
STACK=20 
ASG=TI: 3 
PRI=221 
LIBR=HNDLIB:R0:2 
// 
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PDS> TYPE EMOSPAT.DOC 
THE FOLLOWING PATCH MAY PROVE VALUABLE TO THOSE OF YOU OUT THERE WHO 

LIKE US,RUN WITH A VERY RESTRICTED POOL SIZE. 
MY. I t'JSTALLAT I ON RUNS HI TH AN EFFECT I '·.)E DYANM IC POOL AREA OF AP PRO/ I MATEL 

\' 
300 NODES. ALTHOUGH THIS IS USUALLY MORE THAN ENOUGH,THIS SYSTEM,BECAUSE IT 
SUPPORTS A LARGE, REMOTE, POLLED-TERMINAL NETWORK, OCCASIONALLY FAILS DUE TO A 
DEPLETED POOL.THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAILURE MODE,HOWEVER, BAFFLED US. THE 
PROCESSOR SEEMED TO BE (AND INDEED HAS) LOOPING IN KERNEL MODE. 

SEVERAL FORCED CRASHES LATER, HE UNCOVERED A "TIGHT-POOL" GLITCH IN 
!AS V3. HHILE THIS DESCRIPTION SPECIFICALLY RELATES TO !AS V3.1, I HAVE 
VERIFIED THAT THE PROBLEM DOES AFFLICT V3.0 AS WELL. EARLIER VERSIONS DO NOT 
E/Hl BIT THE MALFLNCTI ON SINCE THE PROBLEM HAS ARI SEN DUE TO A SI GNI FI CANT 
CHANGE IN TASK-LOADING PROCEDURE THAT CAME ABOUT IN V3.0. TWO VERSIONS OF THE 
PATCH ARE INCLUDED TO TAKE CARE OF BOTH V3.0 AND 3.1. 

TO PF'.OPERLY UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM, IT IS USEFUL TO HA'-.)E A 1"10D I CUM OF 
Ut··.JDER.::=;TANDING IN THO AREAS: 

( 1) TASK LOAD I ~~G 
(2) HANDLING OF I/O REQUEST NODES AT I/O COMPLETION 

SIMPLIFIED TASK LOADING SEQUENCE 

:3TEP OPERAT I Ol'··J 

1 TASK "A" ISSUES A DIRECTIVE REQUESTING TASK "B".WHILE THEY DIFFER. IN 
SPECIFICS,THIS COULD BE A R.UNS,RQSTS,SPHNS. 

2 THE E/ECUTIVE DIRECTIVE SER.VICE MODULE THAT SER.VICES THESE DIRECTIVES 
(EMR.EQ) THEN DISPATCHES TO OTHER. E><ECUTIVE ROUTINES THAT: 

A. PICK A NODE FOR. THE TASK'S ATL ENTRY (ESR.EQS) 
B. FIND MEMORY FDR. THE TASK ROOT SEGMENT (ESMEM) 
C. SET TASK STATUS TD "LR.P"(LOAD REQUEST PENDING) 
D. DECLARE A :3IGHIFICANT El)ENT(FORCE A NE~,J ATL SCAN) 

3 THE t·,JE~~ ATL SCAN CAUSED BY STEP ( 2) FINDS TASK "B" Nm,J ON THE ATL 
WITH A TASK STATUS OF "LR.P" AND DISPATCHES TO A R.OUTINECAS/LRP) 
HHICH ATTEPTS TO PICK AND QUEUE AN I/O REQUEST NODE TO LOAD THE 
TASK FR.OM DISK. IF THIS SUCCEEDS,THE TASK STATUS CHANGES TO "LRQ" 
(LOAD REQUEST QUEUED). IF AS/LRP FAILS TO PICK A NODE FOR. THE 
E><ECUTIVE I/O REQUEST, THE TASK IS LEFT IN AN "LR.P" STATUS. 
THE ATL SCAN IS RESTARTED IN EITHER. CASE. 

4 DEVICE HANDLER. DEQUEUES AND SER.VICES THE TASK-LOAD REQUEST. I/O 
COMP LET I ON PROCESS I NG (HANDLER LI BR.ARY' MODULE " I ODN" ) CHANGES 
THE TASK STATUS TO EITHER. "LRS" (LOAD REQUEST SUCCEEDED) OR. "LRF" 
(LOAD REQUEST FAILED) AS INDICATED BY SUCCESS OR. FAILURE OF THE I/O 
OP ER.AT I ON. A SIGNIFICANT E'v'Et·.ff IS DECLARED ( ~~a,J ATL SCAN REQUESTED) . 

5 THE hlE~,J ATL SCAN FINDS TASK "B" !hi "LRS" STATUS AND, IF !'-JO COMMON 
REGIONS MUST BE LOADED FOR. THE TASK, CHANGES THE TASK STATUS TO 
"RUN" 
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THE ANOMALY AR I SES IN STEP 3. AS SHOULD BECOME CLEAR, THE ATL SCAt..J 
SHOULD NOT BE RESTARTED IF THE EXEC FAILS TO PI CK AN I/O REQUEST NODE. J..JHEt-..J 
A REQUEST IS SUCCESSFULLY QUEUED, TH IS NE~.J ATL SCAN ALLm.JS THE DEl) I CE DR I l)ER 
TO RUN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE SO THE TASK LOAD REQUEST CAN BE SER9ICED QUICKLY. 
WHEN THE EXEC FAILS TO GET AN I/O REQUEST NODE FROM THE POOL, HOWEVER, 
THE Nm ATL SCAN MAY CAUSE A LOOP OR RACE CONDIT I ON IN WHICH ~.JE CANNOT EXIT 
THE RACE Uf'.ff IL WE F mo Al)A I LABLE NODES BUT 1.-JE CA~'JNOT RELEASE ANY NODES BACK 
TO THE POOL BECAUSE THE ATL SCAN IS BEING RESTARTED CONSTANTLY. THIS LEADS 
US TO THE SECOND CONTRIBUTING FACTOR, NODE HANDLING AT I/O COMPLETION. 

I/O COMPLETION NODE HANDLING--

UNLIKE YOU MIGHT EXPECT, I/O REQUEST NODES ARE NOT RELEASED BACK TO 
THE POOL WHEN THEY ARE RELEASED BY THE SERVICING HANDLER. THEY ARE, RATHER, 
PLACED IN THE REQUESTING TASK'S AST QUEUE. THE LISTHEAD FOR THIS QUEUE IS 
LOCATED IN THE ATL NODE FOR THE TASK. 

FOR SOME f'.JODES (THOSE THAT WI LL CAUSE AN AST EVEf'.ff) TH IS IS ALL .JUST 
FI NE. Hm..JE~)ER., FOR THE MA.TOR I TY OF I /0 REQUESTS (THAT DO NOT SPEL I F"Y AN AST) 
THIS MEANS THE NODES WILL REMAIN IN THE TASK'S AST QUEUE UNTIL THE EXEC GETS 
A CHANCE TO PROCESS THEM. THAT ONLY OCCURS ~..JHEr..J THE ATL SCAN El)ALUATES THE TASK 
FOR "R.UNNABI LIT"f". 

AS MAY BE APPARENT NOW, IF THE ATL SCAN IS NEVER. ALLOWED TO EVALUATE 
OR. "SEE" THESE TASKS ON THE ATL, THE NODES ASSOCIATED WITH ALL COMPLETED I/O 
REQUESTS FOR. THE TASK WILL LANGUISH IN ITS AST QUEUE FOR.EVER. THESE ARE 
THE NODES THAT CAN SOLVE THE RACE CONDITION. A HIGH PRIORITY TASK (LIKE 
MCR) rn AN LRP STATE ~'JI LL n..JITHOUT OUR PATCH) PREY1ENT THE ATL SCAN FROM 
PROCEEDING FAR. ENOUGH DOWN THE ATL TO SERVICE THE LOWER. PRIORITY TASKS WITH 
COMPLETED I/O REQUEST NODES IN THEIR. AST QUEUES. DEATH FOLLOWS. 

OUR PATCH SIMPLY ALLm,JS THE ATL SCAN TO CONTINUE ~..JITH THE NEXT LOWER 
PRIORITY TASK WHENEVER. THE EXEC FAILS TO PICK AN I/O REQUEST NODE FOR A TASK 
IN AN "LR.P" STATUS. !.-IHI LE THIS IS NOT STRI CTI LY Cot",JSI STENT ~..JITH THE GOAL OF 
A PRIORITY-SCHEDULED OPERATING SYSTEM, IS SURE BEATS A SYSTEM "LOCK-UP", I ,..M 
SURE YOU' LL AGREE. BY' PERM I TT !MG THE ATL SCAN TO CONT I NUE, ~.JE ALLm..J THE EXEC TO 
SERVICE AND RELEASE THE NODES WHICH WERE PREVIOUSLY TRAPPED IN THE TASK'S 
AST QUEUE. 

SINCE WE APPLIED THIS PATCH, WE HAVE EXPERIENCED NO POOL DEPLETION 
CRASHES OR LOCK-UPS. 

LOOKING FORWARD, IT SEEMS APPARENT TO ME THAT THE I/O NODE HANDLING CAN BE 
SIGNIFICANT LY I MPROl)ED ~..J IT HOUT TOO MUCH TROUBLE. IF " I ODN" RELEASED ALL 
NODES BACK TO THE POOL (EXECPT THOSE THAT WILL CAUSE GENUINE AST EVENTS) 
THE LIKELIHOOD OF TH IS PROBLEM WOULD DECREASE SIGN IF I CA~..JTLY. TH IS J..JOULD ALSO 
PROBABLY ENHANCE THE DYANMIC UTILIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POOL AS WELL. 

TE PATCH DOES NOT CREATE ANY NEW PATCH CODE NOR DOES IT Ot)ERLAY A 
PR Et) I OUSL Y PATCHED AREA IM THE EXEC. BECAUSE OF TH IS, TH IS PATCH MAY BE APP LI ED 
UNCONDITIONALLY TO AN REY1ISION LEY1EL OF EITHER EXECUTIVE (V3.0 OR V3.1). 
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[11,15]EM05LRP.PAT 

. TITLE EM05 

;THIS lJERSI ON OF THE PATCH IS FOR IAS lJ 3 .1 ONLY « < « 

.PSECT EXEC,RW,I 
CODE= . 
. =CODE+730 

CALL . I ONOD 
BCS CODE+1004 
MOV R4,-(SP) 
MO!.,' R5, -(SP) 

.END 

.TITLE EM05 

;THIS VERSION OF THE PATCH IS FOR IAS V 3.0 ONLY <<<<< 

.PSECT EXEC,RW,I 
CODE= . 
. =CODE+710 

CALL . IONOD 
BCS CODE+764 
MOV R4,-(SP) 
MOl.,' R5 ,-(SP) 

.END 
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Mr. John Drummond 
ONTARIO HYDRO 
700 University Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MG1X6 ME 10 

Dear Mr. Drummond: 

25 January 1984 

Enclosed is the announcement of !AS Version 3.2. I understand 
that you intend to put this article in the !AS SIG Newsletter. 

This release of !AS incorporates enhancements to Layered 
Products, and includes changes to operating system functionality, 
and extends support to Digital's latest processors, disks, tape 
drives, and controllers. 

New service packages complement this offering. New System 
Startup Service Packages are designed to allow customers to 
tailor their level of support to fit specific needs. 

I am confident that this release of !AS will be accepted 
enthusiastically by your readership. 

NGB:gt 
Enclosure 

Sincerel{1 . .1----

/~~~ 
Norman G. Booth 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 40 OLD BOLTON ROAD, STOW, MASSACHUSETIS 01775 
(617) 897-5111 
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SOFTWARE PRODUCT SERVICES 

ANNOUNCING IAS VERSION 3.2 

DIGITAL is pleased to announce IAS Version 3.2. IAS is Digital's 
large general-purpose operating system offering multi-user 
timesharing, and supporting concurrent interactive, batch, and 
real-time applications. 

The release of IAS Version 3.2 substantiates Digital's commitment 
to continue to support the IAS product set by delivering cost 
effective solutions to the installed customer base. Many changes 
have been made to the product all of which are designed to insure 
our customers' hardware and software investments are protected and 
Digital's overall support costs are reduced. 

Traditionally, IAS has been sold into markets that include 
banking, transportation, government, education, manufacturing, 
insurance, hospitals, service bureaus and more. These markets have 
used larger PDP-11' s to provide large scale data processing 
services to their users. 

DESCRIPTION 

Many enhancements are included with IAS V3. 2 which improve the 
usability, reliability and supportability of the product: 

* Applies All Known Solutions 
Version 3.2 focuses on solutions to problems identified by the 
customer base. 

* Increased Node Pool 
Version 3.2 changes make available more pool for user tasks. 

* Shadow Disk Recording 
Substantially reduces backup requirements and improves data 
integrity. 

* Supervisor Mode Libraries 
Allows extended virtual address space up to twice that 
previously possible. 
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IAS UTILITY ENHANCEMENTS 

* PIP - Select based on Date and Time. Includes extended wildcard 
support. 

* TKB - Maps multiple libraries into the same address space. 
Supports supervisor mode libraries. 

* BRU - Supports recording of a single large disk volmne across 
nmnerous smaller volmnes. 

RMS-11 V2.0 

Record Management Services (RMS-11) is a set of general purpose 
file handling routines for data storage, retrieval and 
modification, with utilities to aid in the creation and 
maintenance of files. New features of RMS-11 V2.0 include: 

* Support for generally transparent remote file and record access 
on systems which include DECnet support. This support includes a 
new memory-resident library (DAPRES) for remote access. 

* New directory functions, including wildcard support. 

* Support for random access to FIXED-record-format sequential 
files on disk. 

* A new utility (RMSDES) which allows interactive design and 
creation of files. 

* A rewritten CONVERT utility (RMSCNV) performance-optimized with 
numerous extensions. 

* A rewritten Indexed File Load utility (RMSIFL) with revised 
algorithms for allocating work file space. In most cases, the 
amount of space needed for the sort should be decreased. 

* An enhanced, more readable format for the DISPLAY utility 
(RMSDSP) • 
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LAYERED PRODUCTS 

Updated layered products include: 

* DATATRIEVE-11 V3.0 

DATATRIEVE-11 is a data maintenance, inquiry, and report writing 
system. It provides users with direct access to data in 
sequential, indexed, and relative RMS-11 files. 

DATATRIEVE-11 V3.0 features a new distributed information 
management facility that allows access to DATATRIEVE domains on 
a PDP-11 system from a VAX system connected via DECnet. Thus, 
VAX users can transparently access data whether on their own 
system, another VAX, or on a PDP-11 running DATATRIEVE. 

* FORTRAN-IV V2.6 

FORTRAN-IV/IAS V2.6 is an extended implementation of the FORTRAN 
language based on the ANSI FORTRAN 1966 standard. The compiler 
is a fast, one-pass compiler, allowing program size versus 
execution speed tradeoffs. Version 2.6 applies all known 
solutions to problems identified in Version 2.5. 

* FORTRAN-77 VS.O 

The major modification to FORTRAN-77 V5.0 allows a customer to 
indicate at compile time, via a command line switch, that symbol 
table information from the application is to be placed in the 
object file created by the complier. This information is then 
available to FORTRAN-77 DEBUG at run time for access to the 
variables and subprograms within the application. 

* FORTRAN-77 DEBUG Vl.O 

FORTRAN-77 DEBUG Vl. 0 is a fully symbolic debugger for use in 
locating problems in programs that fail to execute correctly. 
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NEW HARDWARE SUPPORT 

Processors: 

Disks: 

PDP-11/23 
PDP-11/23 PLUS 
PDP-11/24 

Tape Drives: 
TSll 

Controllers: 
UDA50 

RM80 121 Mbytes Fixed Winchester (MASSBUS) 
RASO 121 Mbytes Fixed Winchester (UNIBUS) 
RA81 456 Mbytes Fixed Winchester 
RA60 210 Mbytes Removable Winchester 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

License and Startup Service Options 

The reduced IAS unsupported license became effective with the Ql 
Price List dated 5 July 1983. IAS is not available under the 
PDP-11 General License option. 

Order No. Description 

QR330-UZ IAS LICENSE W/WARR 

System Startup Packages are a new addition to Digital's family of 
services. These packages are composed of two levels. 

LEVEL I 

Media and documentation. 
Basic Service Agreement. 
Ed Services Promotional 

Literature. 

MODEL 

QR330-5D 
QR330-5E 
QR330-5H 
QR330-7D 
QR330-7E 
QR330-7H 

12 

LEVEL II 

Media and documentation. 
Basic Service Agreement. 
Ed Services Promotional 

Literature. 
Installation/Orientation. 

DESCRIPTION 

IAS LEVEL 1 MT9 
IAS LEVEL 1 RK5 
IAS LEVEL 1 RL2 
IAS LEVEL 2 MT9 
IAS LEVEL 2 RK5 
IAS LEVEL 2 RL2 



Updates and Software Product Service Purchases Option 

Software Product Services are ordered by substituting for the 
asterisk (*) in the License/Support position of the order number, 
the code shown below: 

I - Installation 

8 - Basic Service 

MODEL 

QR330-*D 
QR330-*E 
QR330-*H 
QR330-*Q 
QR330-*T 

QR330-HZ 

AVAILABILITY 

9 - DECsupport Service 

3 - Self-Maintenance Service 

DESCRIPTION 

IAS V3.2 UPD N/S MT9 
IAS V3.2 UPD N/S RK5 
IAS V3.2 UPD N/S RL2 
IAS V3.2 UPD N/S RLl 
IAS V3.2 UPD N/S RK6 

IAS RIGHT-TO-COPY UPD 

IAS V3.2 availability is scheduled for early June 1984. 

13 
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MOVING OR .,,~ACING A DELEGATE? 

Please notify 'us irilmediately to guarantee continuing 
receipt of DECUS Utir•ture. Allow up to six weeks 
for change to t.t<e etfeCt.. 

( ) Change of AddfeQ 
( ) Delegate Ret>tac:iement 

DECUS Membership No,:--------
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